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Welcome to Milan, Italy, and the 5th annual EuroBrake conference and exhibition.

Since its creation in 2011, EuroBrake has grown to become the largest braking technology event in the world. 
This year we are offering the most diverse Technical Programme to date, comprising of 27 technical sessions 
and over 140 technical presentations from an international selection of authors, representing industry and 
academia. In addition we are delighted to announce our EuroBrake exhibition has significantly grown in size, 
featuring 100 leading companies from more than 20 countries.

EuroBrake plays a vital role in offering engineers, manufacturers, academics, researchers and students the opportunity to 
join together to discuss matters of importance to the industry, disseminate ideas and share valuable information on the 
global platform that EuroBrake provides. At EuroBrake 2016 we will continue to develop important connections between 
the key areas of the industry, including passenger car, commercial vehicle, rail, aerospace and academia.

The conference has proven to be a highly successful stage for communication between industry and academia. The 
Technical Programme for EuroBrake 2016 features a range of compelling sessions that will be delivered by experts from 
around the world. For the Opening Plenary, we are pleased to welcome François Lacôte, who will be speaking on the 
subject of ‘Braking Technologies in Railways’ and Dr. Seong Rhee on ‘Disc Wear and Disc Wear Particles’. 

We have built on the success of last year’s Strategy Panel and look forward to an equally interesting Panel session this 
year under the title of ‘Silent Brakes – Just a Vision?’. We have also planned a second expert session on ‘Robust Brake 
Systems: Customer Satisfaction and Warranty Claims’ which will be of great interest to delegates. For the first time we 
introduce two Tutorials to this year’s activities, entitled ‘Basics of Brakes and Brake NVH’ and ‘Friction Material Formulations 
and Processing’, which will be of interest both to those new to the industry and also those wishing to update their 
knowledge and expertise.

Following the successful launch of our inaugural student competition last year, we are thrilled to welcome back the 
EuroBrake Student Innovation Competition (ESIC), kindly supported by our friends at Daimler. ESIC is a global initiative 
that inspires young engineers around the world to design a technical poster, with entrants this year being asked to 
present their vision of vehicle braking systems with regards to autonomous driving. All delegates are invited to the grand 
final, where finalists will present their work, while an exciting keynote speaker will offer inspiration to our students.

To help you get more from your experience at EuroBrake, we are pleased to have created an official EuroBrake 2016 
app, which has been sponsored by NOF Metal Coatings Group. The 2015 app was regarded as an excellent resource 
by delegates, so our 2016 version is available to download free of charge from all major app stores. It features details of 
the complete EuroBrake schedule, as well as an interactive exhibitor floor plan and company profiles. To expand your 
professional network, you can create a personalised public profile within the app, which can also be fully integrated to 
your social media channels.

We would like to express our thanks to this year’s sponsors, the EuroBrake Steering Committee, Advisory Board, Session 
Chairs, reviewers and the staff of FISITA, who have worked purposefully and collectively to organise the conference.

Finally, we offer special thanks to all authors and participants for choosing EuroBrake as your forum to meet, share 
knowledge, and develop personal networks. We are delighted that you have joined us at EuroBrake 2016, and hope that 
you enjoy the conference.

Harald Abendroth  Chris Mason 
Chairman, EuroBrake 2016 CEO, FISITA

Welcome to EuroBrake 2016 
in Milan
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EuroBrake is an essential learning and networking event for all engineers, scientists 
and executives concerned with braking systems throughout the supply-chain from 
OEMs through to materials suppliers including:

EuroBrake 2016 is organised by FISITA, the world body of automotive engineers.

Established in 1948, FISITA links the national automotive engineering societies in 37 countries 
representing over 200,000 engineering professionals and organises the biennial FISITA World 
Automotive Congress and the annual World Automotive Summit.
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EuroBrake 2016 Overview

Monday 13 June

10:00 - 12:00  Tutorial 1 – Green 1 Tutorial 2 – Green 2 ISO Meeting – Green 3

13:00 - 13:10  Opening Ceremony EuroBrake 2016 – Red 1-2

13:10 - 13:20  EuroBrake Student Innovation Competition, kindly Sponsored by Daimler – Red 1-2

13:20 - 14:20  Opening Plenary Session – Red 1-2 Braking Technologies in Railways Disc Wear and Disc Wear Particles

14:20 - 14:40  Break Hall B

14:40 - 16:00 RWB: Railway Braking NVH1: Noise, Vibration  BSD: Brake System Design 
– Red 1-2 & Harshness 1 – Blue 1 – Blue 2

16:00 - 16:20  Break Hall B

16:20 - 18:00 NVH2: Noise, Vibration & Harshness 2 PBS: Parking Brake Systems CBP: Copper Related Effects in  
– Red 1-2 – Blue 1 Brake Pads – Blue 2

18:00 - 19:30  Official EuroBrake 2016 Welcome Reception Sponsored by NUCAP – Hall B
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Tuesday 14 June

08:30 - 10:10  NVH3: Noise, Vibration  RMF: Raw Materials  BCS: Brake Systems-Control  
& Harshness 3 – Red 1-2 & Formulations – Blue 1 and Simulation – Blue 2

10:10 - 10:40  Break Hall B

10:40 - 12:20 MAN: Manufacturing IFD: Interface Dynamics NVH4: Noise, Vibration & Harshness 4 
– Red 1-2 – Blue 1 – Blue 2

12:20 - 13:50  Lunch Sponsored by Polytec – Exhibition Hall

12:20 - 13:20  ITT Open Seminar – Yellow 1-3

13:00 - 13:45  EuroBrake Student Innovation Competition, kindly Sponsored by Daimler – Green 1

14:00 - 15:30  EuroBrake 2016 Strategy Panel: Silent Brakes – Just a Vision? – Red 1-2

15:30 - 16:00  Break Hall B

16:00 - 18:00 CRT: Friction Brakes and Energy  GLS: Global Standardization Brake/ Innovative Rotors 
Recuperation Technologies – Blue 1  Friction Material Testing  – Red 1-2   – Blue 2

18:10 - 19:10  EuroBrake Drinks Reception Sponsored by MAT Holdings – Silver Foyer

19:10 - 22:30  EuroBrake Gala Dinner Sponsored by Itaprochim – Silver Plenary

Wednesday 15 June

8:30 - 10:10  FIC: Friction Interface SCG: Creep Groan – Blue 1 TEF: Thermal Effects – Blue 2 
Characterisation – Red 1-2 

10:10 - 10:40  Break Hall B

10:40 – 12:40 M&T: Modelling & Testing FMC: Global Standardization  BPE: Brake Particle Emission 
– Red 1-2 – Blue 1  – Blue 2

12:20 - 13:50  Lunch Sponsored by Polytec – Exhibition Hall

13:50 – 15:30  DYP: Dynamometer Procedures RBS: Robust Brake Systems, Customer THT: Thermal Effects and 
– Blue 1 Satisfaction and Warranty Claims Heat Transfer – Blue 2 

– Red 1-2

15:30 - 16:30  EuroBrake Farewell Reception – Hall B Foyer



Organisation

Steering Committee

Harald Abendroth
Chairman EuroBrake 2016
Consultant

Klaus Jäckel
Mercedes-Benz Trucks
Daimler AG

Prof. Dr. Georg Ostermeyer
TU Braunschweig

Prof. David Barton
University of Leeds Loïc Lelièvre

Faiveley Transport

Dr.-Ing. Ludwig Vollrath
FISITA

Prof. Yannick Desplanques
École Centrale de Lille

Jan Münchhoff
AUDI AG

Livia Eckett
EuroBrake 2016  
Project Manager
FISITA
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The EuroBrake 2016 app will be 
available from the main app stores, 
absolutely free.
Included on the app:
• Complete EuroBrake schedule

• Full technical programme

• All technical paper abstracts

• A live activity feed and programme
updates

• Interactive exhibitor floor plan

• Personalised delegate profiles

The Official
EuroBrake 2016
App

0:00 AM

App sponsored by

App sponsored byFor more information, please contact  
P. Carpenter@fisita.com



Advisory Board

Prof. Dr. Adnan Akay
Bilkent University

Mr. Johannes Gräber
Knorr-Bremse - Systeme für 
Schienenfahrzeuge GmbH 

Mr. Luca Martinotto
ITT Friction Technologies

Prof.  Jayashree Bijwe
Indian Institute of 
Technology

Mr. Theo Kaster
ZF TRW

Dr. Rainer Müller-Finkeldei
Daimler AG

Mr. Franck Bourgeteau
SNCF

Mr. Roland Klement
Schmitz Cargobull AG

Dr. Maasaki Nishiwaki
Teikyo University

Mr. Francois  Cabillon
Alstom

Mr. Takashi Kudo
Akebono Brake Industry 
Co. Ltd.

Dr. Seong Kwan Rhee
SKR Consulting, LLC

Prof. Philippe Dufrénoy
Polytech Lille

Mr. Ralph Lauxmann
Continental AG

Dr. Heribert Schumacher
Federal-Mogul Bremsbelag 
GmbH

Prof.  John Fieldhouse
Bradford University

Edwin Liebemann
Robert Bosch GmbH

Dr. Peter Spiess
DB Systemtechnik GmbH

Prof.  Peter Filip
Southern Illinois University 
Carbondale

Mr. Roy Link
Link Engineering

Mr. Yukihiro Shiomi 
Toyota Motor Corporation

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Stefan Gies
Volkswagen AG
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The EuroBrake Advisory Board consists of representatives from major companies and research 
institutions that lead the field in braking technology today.

The Advisory Board provides strategic advice and helps to ensure that EuroBrake continues to 
meet the needs of the international braking community.
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Tutorial 1 Friction Material Formulations and Processing - Green 1

The tutorial will go through the systematic process of formulating friction materials, from the fingerprint process for single raw 
materials to complex formulations.

The Friction materials DNA will be examined via a series of simplified model formulations starting with a 5 component mix 
followed by an 8 component stage and culminating in a customer ready formulation with 16 constituents.

The tutorial will describe the different steps of process of disc brake pads from mixing of raw materials, pressing, curing and 
scorching. Additionally the technology of backplate attachment will be covered.

The nomenclature used to classify functional groups of raw materials in the friction field will be explained and a set of testing 
results will be shown for all these formulations.

About the Tutors:

Marcus Morbach 
Marcus Morbach is Director, Friction Material Development at the Braking Division of Federal-Mogul Motorparts.

He finished his academic studies of chemistry in 1995. After that he joined the friction industry, being responsible for friction 
material engineering and industrialization. He has worked with Federal-Mogul  since 2009.

Dr. Hans-Guenther Paul 
Dr. Hans-Guenther Paul has over 35 years experience in the fields of raw materials for friction formulations, databases for 
formulating, testing on dynos and vehicles and production technology for friction materials.

He has held the positions of Development Chemist (Formulator)  and Head of R&D at Pagid GmbH before moving onto Textar 
GmbH and then to Ferodo /Federal Mogul Friction where he held the position of Head of R&D for 10 years. He is currently a 
Consultant to Akebono Brakes.

Tutorial 2  Basics of Brakes and Brake NVH - Green 2

The tutorial will cover the fundamental functions of brake systems such as stopping distance, brake force distribution and 
requirements on brake force, power and work. 

Brake comfort and examples for unwanted noise and vibration will be considered from the customer requirements point of 
view whilst addressing the conflict of goals and the challenges involved in producing low sound power and high brake power.

Other main topics will include the mathematical description of oscillatory systems as well as excitation mechanisms, and will 
conclude with measures to avoid unwanted noise and vibration.

About the Tutor:

Prof. Dipl.-Ing. Holger Marschner
Holger Marschner is a Professor of Automotive Engineering and Noise, Vibration, Harshness (NVH) at the Frankfurt University of 
Applied Sciences (FRA-UAS). 

After studying Mechanical Engineering at the Darmstadt University of Technology, he started working in 1996 at Continental 
Teves Frankfurt/Germany as a Test Engineer where he led the NVH Department within the Hydraulic Brake Systems business 
unit for 15 years and in 2009, he was appointed Principal Technical Expert on NVH which allowed him to mentor on all issues 
around NVH in the Continental Automotive Group. 

Tutorials 
Monday 13 June 2016 – 10:00 – 12:00



Meeting of ISO/TC22/SC33/WG4 "Function and Components of Braking Systems"  - Green 3

Sub-Working-Group “Brake Linings and Friction Couples” 

A first well attended meeting of the reorganised ISO Sub-Working-Group “Brake Linings and Friction Couples” took place at the VDA , Berlin in 
November 2015. This year’s EuroBrake is an opportunity to reach a wider international audience. 

Status and Progress Report 

10:00 – 10:10  Welcome - Opening

Harald Abendroth 
Dr. Jaroslaw Grochowicz  

10:10 – 11:50  Project Status Reports and Discussion/Decisions

Several project groups from the commercial vehicle as well as the passenger car brakes sectors have already started activities, some are just built 
however need more expert participation, some are still under discussion. 

ISO Meeting 
Monday 13 June 2016 – 10:00 – 12:00

A. Common Test Procedures Passenger Car and Commercial 
Vehicle Brakes  

Revision ISO 15484 “Product Definition and Assurance Brake 
Linings”

ISO NWI “Dynamometer Test Variability”

New Project “Scale and Sample Testing”

ISO NWI Metal Pick Up

ISO NWI  “Corrosion”

ISO NWI “Drag mode friction testing”

Friction Material Elasticity – Compressibility –  
Revision ISO 6310, Parking Brakes

Brake Emissions – basic discussion whether suitable ISO topic

B. Passenger Car Brake Test Procedures 

Revision ISO 26867 “Brake Lining Friction Material Assessment”

Revision  SAE 2707 Wear

NVH Topics -Basic discussion whether ISO should get involved

C. Commercial Vehicle Brake Test Procedures 

Revision ISO 26865 Performance Test CV Disc 

Revision ISO 26866 Wear Test CV Disc 

Crack Test CV Disc – Harmonization ISO – SAE  

D. Others

11:50 – 12:00  Wrap up and Next Steps

All

The meeting is open to all interested people and to experts who want to join a project.

Harald Abendroth Dr. Jaroslaw Grochowicz 
Chair SC33/WG4/SWG Brake linings Ford, Co-Chair 

7
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Technical Programme 
Monday 13 June 2016

13:20 - 14:20  Opening Plenary Session – Red 1-2

13:00 - 13:10  Welcome and Introduction to EuroBrake 2016 
– Red 1-2

13:10 - 13:20  EuroBrake Student Innovation Competition,  
kindly Sponsored by Daimler – Red 1-2

Chairs: Yannick Desplanques École Centrale de Lille
Loïc Lelièvre  Faiveley Transport 

Braking technologies in railways. 
Strengths and Weaknesses. Specificities and Trends. Ideas for the Future

François Lacôte
Former Senior Vice-President and Technical Director
Alstom

The railway mode of transport is a very specific system compared to other modes, the wheel-rail one is dependent on strong 
characteristics such as adhesion, servo control and safety. At the same time, increase of speed, need for capacity, search for 
performance and economy, always within absolute safety limits are increasingly demanding. 

The development of more and more efficient and sophisticated, wheel-slide protection devices (the equivalent of the “ABS” 
of cars) is therefore a must. The increase of speed requires new technologies of the braking devices, from cast-iron disks and 
organic pads to high-tensile steel and sintered metal pads. The concern for reducing rolling noise leads to the removal of shoes 
directly acting on wheels, which at the same time has a negative impact on adhesion between wheel and rail.

On the other hand, railway systems offer solutions that are not possible for other modes: the permanent link between train 
and electrical power supply offers a smart way of saving energy and particles through regenerative braking (almost all 
modern electrical trains are equipped). The metallic and magnetic characteristics of rail offer a good opportunity to go past 
the limitations of wheel-rail adhesion, by using electromagnetic pads directly pushed down on the rail or, better, eddy-current 
systems on the rail. 

Disc Wear and Disc Wear Particles

Seong Kwan Rhee
SKR Consulting LLC

The public is becoming increasingly concerned about environmental pollution. Examples include noise, particles and chemical 
pollution. Certainly brakes contribute to these types of pollution. 

Over the years, the brake community assumed the main villain was the friction material, in spite of the fact that the friction 
material interacts with the disc, together generating squeal and wear particles. 

Recent investigations reveal that discs wear out at a rate similar to friction materials as measured in weight and brake squeal 
is closely related to disc wear and the resulting disc wear particle transfer to the pad surface. It is also shown that friction and 
wear differences between the inner and the outer plate of the disc lead to low and high frequency brake squeals respectively 
as their microstructure and hardness differ from one another. 

Concepts for squeal-free and emission-free brake systems will be explored.

Harald Abendroth
EuroBrake 2016 Chairman

Ludwig Vollrath
FISITA

14:20 - 14:40  Break Hall B
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14:40 - 16:00  Technical Sessions

RWB: Railway Braking – Red 1-2 

Chair:  Mr. François Cabillon
  Consultant

Co-Chair:  Franck Poisson
  SNCF – Innovation and Research 

EB2016-SVM-045  chat
Operational Feedback for Safer and More 
Performant High Speed Train Onboard 
Signaling System Definition

Mr. Arnaud Muller, 
Ms. Amandine Auer
SNCF, France 

EB2016-MDS-008  chat
Generation II K-Blocks: Friction Material for 
Rail Freight Waggons

Dr. Roman Milczarek, 
Dipl.-Ing.Torsten Holzapfel
TMD Friction GmbH, Germany

EB2016-MDS-029  chat
Characterization of Braking Performances 
of a Railway Fe-Cu-C Sintered Pad

Ms. Jessie Rapontchombo 
University of Lille, France

EB2016-SVM-062  file
Electromagnetic compatibility between 
eddy current brakes and the track

Dr. Henry Lehmann,
Dipl.-Ing. Volker Jörgl
Knorr-Bremse 
Austria 

Dr. Marc Leßmann,  
Dipl.-Ing. Johannes Gräber
Knorr-Bremse

Mr. Gregor Glehn, Prof. Dr. Kay Hameyer
Institute of Electrical Machines, RWTH Aachen 
University 
Germany

NVH1: Noise, Vibration &  
Harshness 1 – Blue 1

Chair:  Prof. John Fieldhouse 
  University of Bradford

Co-Chair:  Mr. Parimal Mody
  Chassis Brakes International 

EB2016-FBR-004  chat
Double modal synthesis applied to aircraft 
braking system squeal stability prediction

Ing. Antoine Gatt, 
LTDS / Messier-Bugatti-Dowty, France

Dr. Sébastien Besset, 
Prof. Louis Jézéquel
LTDS, France

Dr. Abdelbasset Hamdi, 
Ing. Jean-Frédéric Diebold 
Messier-Bugatti-Dowty, France

EB2016-FBR-010  chat
The Modal Absorption Index, an energy 
interpretation of CEA results to reduce the 
modal instability over-prediction

Dr.-Ing. Jacopo Brunetti
DIIIE, University of L’Aquila / LaMCoS, INSA of 
Lyon, Italy

Prof. Francesco Massi
La Sapienza University of Rome, Italy

Prof. Walter D’Ambrogio
DIIIE - University of L’Aquila, Italy

Prof. Laurent Baillet
IsTerre, Université Joseph Fourier, CNRS,
France

EB2016-FBR-009  chat
A Study for Brake Squeal Reduction

Mr. Junichi Nakajima, 
Mr. Masahito Mizuno
ADVICS Co. Ltd., Japan

EB2016-FBR-006  chat
Triggering mechanism for brake squeal and 
vibrations

Mr. Jin Woo Kim, Prof. Dr. Ho Jang,  
Mr. Jae Hyun Gweon, Mr. Byung Soo Joo
Korea University, Republic of Korea

BSD: Brake Systems Design – Blue 2 

Chair:  Mr. Paul Bannister  
  Jaguar Land Rover

Co-Chair:  Mr. Tobias Ell  
  Daimler Buses EvoBus GmbH 

EB2016-BSY-010  chat
CMC Brake System: Dimensioning by 
Performance

Ing. Joseph Dall'Aglio
Mr. Riccardo Piavani, Ing. Davide Villa
Brembo, Italy

EB2016-FBR-001  chat
Designing passenger car opposed piston 
calipers exclusively for hydraulically 
decoupled brake-by-wire. Can zero drag be 
enabled without a cost or weight penalty?

Mr. Ric Hampson
Jaguar Land Rover, United Kingdom

EB2016-BSY-011  chat
Computer Aided Optimisation of 
Foundation Brake Products

Mr. Joakim Gripemark
Haldex Brake Products AB, Sweden

EB2016-FBR-012  chat
Scalable Modular New Platform Air Disc 
Brake Design for Commercial Vehicles

Mr. Jeffrey Stokes
Haldex Brake Products AB, Sweden

16:00 - 16:20   Break – Hall B
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18:00 - 19:30  Official EuroBrake Welcome Reception – Hall B  

Sponsored By 

16:20 - 18:00  Technical Sessions

NVH2: Noise, Vibration  
and Harshness 2 – Red 1-2

Chair:  Dr. Torsten Treyde
ZF TRW

Co-Chair:  Prof. Philippe Dufrénoy
University of Lille 

fileEB2016-FBR-008  
Effect of Added Mass of Pad on In-
Plane Squeal in Automotive Disc Brake

Mr Takashi Nakae, Dr. Eng. Takahiro Ryu
Oita University

Dr. Eng.  Atsuo Sueoka, Professor
Kyushu Polytechnic College 
Japan

EB2016-SVM-004  file
Brake Squeal: Influence of the Contact 
Linearization at the Pad Abutment

Mr. Oliver Stump, Dr.-Ing. Ronaldo Nunes
Daimler AG, Germany

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Wolfgang Seemann
Institute of Engineering Mechanics - Karlsruhe 
Institute of Technology (KIT), Germany

EB2016-SVM-003  chat
A numerical analysis of the influence of 
geometric uncertainties on break pad 
surfaces onto break squeal noise

Mr. Oliver Stump,  
Dr. Ronaldo Fernandes Nunes
Daimler AG, Daimler AG Group Research & MBC 
Development, Germany

Dr. Sebastian Wolff
DYNARDO Austria GmbH, Austria 

Mr. Ajay Shivaswamy
Mercedes Benz Research and Development 
India Pvt. Ltd., India

EB2016-FBR-014  file
A Study on Mechanism of Brake Grind 
Noise

Mr. Tae Ho Jung, Mr. Young Min Kim,  
Mr. Jeong Kyu Kim, Mr. Kwang Yun Kim
Hyundai Motor Company

Mr. Sang Mok Lee,
Korea University, Republic of Korea 

EB2016-FBR-011  chat
Modal Analysis of Railway Block Brakes 
with Respect to Squeal

Dipl.-Ing.  Antonia Hammerschmidt,
Sebastian Sohr, 
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Utz von Wagner, 
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Markus Hecht
Technische Universität Berlin, Germany

PBS: Parking Brake Systems  – Blue 1 

Chair:  Mr. Alessandro Monzani 
 Brembo

Co-Chair:  Dr.-Ing. Edwin Liebemann 
Robert Bosch GmbH 

EB2016-BSY-004  chat
Identification of the main influencing 
factors on the decrease of clamping force of 
a caliper integrated EPB-System

Dr.-Ing. Gunther Seipel, 
Mr. Christian Quasten, Dr.-Ing. Dirk Simon
Continental AG, Germany

EB2016-BSY-012 chat
The influence of brake pad properties 
on the hill hold performance of a caliper 
integrated EPB-System

Mr. Christian Quasten, 
Dr.-Ing. Gunther Seipel,  
Mr. Sebastian Fischer
Continental Teves AG, Germany

EB2016-MDS-032  chat
Testing Methodology for Measuring 
Automated Park Brake (APB) Pad Relaxation
Mr. Parimal Mody
Chassis Brakes International, France

Dr. Andreas Giese
Federal-Mogul Bremsbelag GmbH, Germany

EB2016-BSY-020 chat
Field-oriented control of a PMSM for brake

Mr. Maxime Peltier, 
Mr. Marc Ayache 
Mr. Abdessamed Ramdane
Chassis Brakes International, France

Prof. Romain Delpoux, 
Prof. Xuefang Shi, 
Prof. Xavier Brun
Laboratoire Ampère, France

EB2016-SVM-024  file
Harmonisation of the Release Process for 
Electric Parking Brake Systems

Dr.-Ing. Andreas Reitz, 
Mr. Bert Loehr
ZF TRW, Germany

Copper Related Effects in  

CBP: Copper Related Effects in  
Brake Pads  – Blue 2

Chair:  Mr. Umberto Passarelli 
ITT Italia S.R.L.

Co-Chair:  Dr. Francesco Turci 
Department of Chemistry -  
University of Turin

EB2016-MDS-017  chat
Copper in Brake Materials And Related 
Environmental Issues 

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Giovanni Straffelini, 
Dr. Rodica Ciudin, Prof. Stefano Gialanella
University of Trento, Italy

Ing. Alessandro Ciotii, 
Brembo, Italy

EB2016-MDS-023  chat
Impact of Copper Nanoparticles on 
Tribofilm Formation Determined By Pin-On-
Disc Tests with Powder Supply

Dr.-Ing. Werner Österle
BAM Federal Institute for Materials Research 
and Testing, Germany

Ana Cecilia Rodrigues,
Prof. Dr. Cesar Roberto Azevedo
University of São Paulo, Brazil

Prof. Dr. Andrey Dmitriev
Institute of Strength Physics and Materials 
Science, Russian Federation

EB2016-SVM-054  file
Sliding Simulations with Variable Amounts of 
Copper And Graphite Mixed With Magnetite

Prof. Dr.Andrey Dmitriev
ISPMS/TSU, Russian Federation

Dr. Werner Österle
BAM Federal Institute for Materials Research 
and Testing, Germany

EB2016-MDS-019  file
Role of Graphites in Cu-free Low Metallic 
Brake Pads

Amir Reza Daei, 
Prof. Dr. Peter Filip
SIUC, United States

Dr. Diptarka Majumdar, Dr. Eric Salmon,
Superior Graphite, United States

EB2016-MDS-025  chat
Characteristics of Friction Surface in 
Relation to Porosity of Copper Free Material

Mr. Sung Wook Kwon
Sangsin Brake, Republic of Korea

Technical Programme 
Monday 13 June 2016
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08:30 - 10:10  Technical Sessions

NVH3: Noise, Vibration  
and Harshness 3 – Red 1-2

Chair:  Prof. Dr.-Ing. Utz von Wagner
Technische Universität Berlin 

Co-Chair:  Mr. Herbert Freudenberg
Becorit GmbH 

EB2016-SVM-031  file
New aspects in CAE treatment of disc brake 
squeal

Dr.-Ing. Raoul-Roman Kühn, 
Mr. Christoph Keil, Dr. Dirk Simon,  
Dr. Jan Kratochvil, Dr. Jens Bauer
Continental Teves AG, Germany

EB2016-SVM-026  chat
A Holistic Approach to Brake Pads Dynamic 
Characterization for NVH

Prof. Dr. Peter Blaschke, 
Ing. Tarun Teja Mallareddy,  
Dipl.-Ing. Robert Paeschke,  
Ing. Karthik Raja Sampath Kumar,  
Ing. Daniel J. Alarcón
Technische Hochschule Wildau, Germany

Mr. Jörg Ritter
RTE Akustik + Prüftechnik GmbH, Germany

EB2016-SVM-006  chat
High Frequency Brake Squeal Analysis by 
Explicit Time Integration Method

Dr. Weiming Liu
Federal-Mogul, United States

EB2016-SVM-016  chat
Automotive brake squeal analysis: a new 
method for predicting the occurrences of 
squeal using the Modal Amplitude Stability 
Analysis

Dr.-Ing. Samuel Jean Nacivet
PSA Peugeot Citroën, France

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Jean-Jacques Sinou
École Centrale de Lyon, France

EB2016-SVM-015  chat
A Novel Approach for the Estimation of 
Amplitude of Brake Systems’ Unstable 
Modes Through the Calculation of Energy 
Balance at Contact Interfaces : New 
Developments

Mr. Rémi Lemaire 
Chassis Brakes International, France

Mr. Thierry Pasquet
CBI, France

RMF: Raw Materials  
and Formulations  – Blue 1

Chair:  Dr. Diego Santamaria Razo
Rockwool B.V. Lapinus Fibres

Co-Chair:   Dr. Stephanie Scholz            
 TMD Friction 

chatEB2016-MDS-071  
Modeling heterogeneities of friction 
materials from tomography to FEM
Mrs Hanaa Taif, Dr Itziar Serrano, Dr Vincent 
Magnier, Prof. Jean-Baptiste Colliat, 
Prof. Philippe Dufrénoy
University of Lille, France

EB2016-MDS-003  file
Bio-Soluble Mineral Fibres: Alternative 
Chemical Compositions and the Effect in 
Disc Pad Applications

Ing. Fernao Persoon, Ms. Desiré Tegels,  
Dr. Diego Santamaria Razo,  
Ing. Arno Kerssemakers
Rockwool B.V. Lapinus Fibres, Netherlands

EB2016-MDS-028  file
The Influence of Steel Fiber Contents in the 
Formation of Tribofilms

Ing. Alberto Flores,
Mrs. Angelica Avalos, Ing. Miguel Lopez
FRITEC, Mexico

Ing. Gonzalo Gonzalez
UNAM, Mexico

EB2016-MDS-027  chat
Tribological Studies of C-Fiber Reinforced 
Ceramic Brake Pads on Steel Discs at High 
Speeds (<= 20 M/S) and High Pressures (<= 
45 MPA)

Dr. Nico Langhof
University of Bayreuth, Germany

EB2016-MDS-001  chat
New Generation Iron Powder Friction 
Material for Brake Pad Applications

Mr. Aditya Bothate,
Dr. S Ashok
Hoganas India Pvt. Ltd., 
India

BCS: Brake Systems - Control and  

BCS: Brake Systems-Control  
and Simulation  – Blue 2 

Chair:  Dr. Andrew Smith
Alcon Components Ltd.

Co-Chair:  Dr. David Bryant
University of Bradford 

EB2016-BSY-002 file 
Fuzzy Estimator for Tyre-Road Adhesion 
Coefficient
Dr. Georgios Tsampardoukas, 
Mr. Ric Hampson, Dr. Phil Barber
Jaguar Land Rover, United Kingdom

EB2016-BSY-008 chat
An Electro-Mechanical Brake to Replace 
Pneumatic Brakes

Dipl.-Ing. Michael Putz
Vienna Engineering, Austria

EB2016-SVM-012  chat
Real Time Estimation Model of Brake 
Disc Pad Temperature for Brake Control 
System and its Validation in Various Driving 
Conditions

Mr. Inhoon Kim, Ms. Suhong Kim,  
Mr. Yongjin Choi, Mr. Seho Kim
Hyundai Mobis Co. Ltd. 
Republic of Korea

EB2016-SVM-022  file
Residual Brake Torque Measurement On 
Dynamometer In Terms Of Wheel Load And 
Side Forces

Dr.-Ing. Angelo Sardá,  
Dr.-Ing. Mathias Haag, Mr. Achim Reich,  
Mr. Michael Wurmlinger-Georg,
Continental Teves AG 
Germany

EB2016-FBR-013  chat
Minimal Model and Numerical Simulation 
of Drum Brake Vibrations in Trailers

Mr. Christoph Gemassmer, 
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Utz von Wagner
Technische Universität Berlin, Germany

Dipl.-Ing. Andre Brand
BPW Bergische Achsen, Germany

10:10 - 10:40   Break Hall B
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10:40 - 12:20  Technical Sessions

MAN: Manufacturing – Red 1-2 

Chair:  Dr. Greg Vyletel
Federal-Mogul

Co-Chair:  Dr. Eduard Gerum 
Knorr-Bremse 

EB2016-MDS-015  chat
C/C-SIC Brake Disc Using Continuous Fibre-
Reinforcement for Large-Scale Production

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Daisy Julia Nestler, 
Dipl.-Ing. Natalia Nier, Erik Päßler,  
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Lothar Kroll,  
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Guntram Wagner 
Technische Universität Chemnitz, Germany

EB2016-MDS-004  chat
Effect of Lignin Phenolic Resin for Brake 
Friction Material

Dr. Motoki Kuroe
Akebono Research and Development  
Centre Ltd. , Japan

EB2016-MFM-005  chat
Impact Of The Mixing Duration On Friction 
Material Microstructure And Properties

Ms. Fatma Makni, 
Prof. Yannick Desplanques,
Mrs. Anne Lise Cristol, 
University of Lille, France

Mr. Mohamed Kchaou, Mr. Riadh Elleuch
Université de Sfax, ENIS, LASEM, Tunisia

EB2016-MFM-001  chat
Hot pressing for brake pads; a new 
approach to the brake pads production

Mr. Marco Sartori,
Dr. Ing. Paolo Frati
Comec Grinding Machines and Presses, Italy

EB2016-SVM-059  chat
Multi-Scale Multi-physics Simulation of 
Brake Pad Hot-forming Process

Dr. Xiaobai Li
Robert Bosch LLC, United States

Mark Phipps
Bosch Brake Components LCC, USA 

Harnoor Saini
Robert Bosch GmbH, Germany

EB2016-SVM-074  file
A Case Study of Manufacturing Factors 
of Brake Pad and Disc on the Evolution of 
Metal Pick Up d Soring

Yoon Joo Rhee
Hyundai Motor Company, Republic of Korea

IFD: Interface Dynamics – Blue 1 

Chair:  Prof. Dr. Georg Ostermeyer

TU Braunschweig, Institute of  
Dynamics and Vibrations

Co-Chair:  Prof. Dr.-Ing. Peter Filip
Southern Illinois University  
Carbondale

EB2016-FBR-025  file
Different Approaches to Determine the 
Morphology of Brake Pads’ Surface

Mr. Diego Masotti, Mr. Luciano Matozo
FRAS-LE, Brazil

EB2016-FBR-021  file
Effective Simulation of The Boundary Layer 
of an Entire Brake Pad

Mr. Joshua Merlis, Prof. Dr. Georg Ostermeyer,
TU Braunschweig, Institute of Dynamics and 
Vibrations, Germany

EB2016-SVM-021  file
A Study for the Relationship Between Pad 
Wear Pattern and Squeal Noise

Mr. Hyungu Kwak, Mr. Joosang Park
Mando, Republic of Korea

EB2016-SVM-010  file
Non-Destructive Measurement of 
Anisotropic Elastic Constants of Disk Brake 
Pads using Inverse Analysis Part 2

Mr. Masanori Inoue, Mr. Koichi Hatori
Akebono Brake Industry Co., Ltd.

Prof. Kenji Amaya, Prof. Yuki Onishi, 
Mr. Jooyoung Chung
Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan

EB2016-FBR-007  chat
Application of In-situ Observation to Brake 
Friction (Analysis of Friction Coefficient 
Variation under the Moisture Condition)

Dr. Yoshitsugu Goto, 
Mr. Noboru Sugiura, Mr. Yuji Nagasawa
Toyota Central R&D Labs Inc.

Mr. Yosuke Akita, Mr. Yoshihiro Osawa  
Mr. Kenji Abe, Toyota Motor Corporation
Ms. Kyoko Kosaka, ADVICS Co. Ltd., Japan

EB2016-FBR-019  chat
Investigation of the Link between Squeal 
Occurrence and the Evolution of the 
Interface by Incorporating Third Body

Mr. Narinder Singla, Dr. Jean-François Brunel, 
Dr. Alexandre Mège-Revil,  
Prof. Yannick Desplanques
University of Lille, France

NVH4: Noise, Vibration  
and Harshness 4 – Blue 2

Chair:  Prof. David Barton
University of Leeds

Co-Chair:  Mr. Enrique Wegmann
TMD Friction

EB2016-SVM-047  file
Updating and Design Sensitivity Processes 
Applied to Drum Brake Squeal Analysis

Dipl.-Ing. Guillaume Martin,  
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Etienne Balmes,  
Dr.-Ing. Guillaume Vermot Des Roches
SDTools 

Ing. Thierry Chancelier
Chassis Brakes International, France

EB2016-SVM-049  file
Model Updating of Brake Components and 
Subassemblies for Improved Numerical 
Modelling in Brake Squeal

Dr. Sebastian Oberst, Mr. Zhi Zhang,  
Prof. Joseph CS Lai
University of New South Wales, Canberra 
Australia

EB2016-SVM-019  chat
A Study on the Effect of Squeal Noise 
According to Caliper Shape Differences 

Mr. Joo, Sang Don, Mr. Park, Kyung Hwan, 
Won Tae Jeong
Hyundai Mobis, Republic of Korea

chatEB2016-SVM-067   
Damping in Numerical NVH Simulation 

Mr. Joachim Noack, Dr.-Ing. Stefan Weiland, 
Dr.-Ing. Hans-Martin Giese
ZF TRW, Germany

EB2016-SVM-077  chat
Clack Noise Investigation: An 
Unconventional Virtual Approach to 
Understand and Predict the Brake System 
Behaviour
Mr. Daniel Longhi, Mr. Luca Lenzi
Brembo S.P.A., Italy

EB2016-SVM-005  file
A Study on Disc Brake Squeal Trigger in 
Dynamic Unstable Systems

Prof. Dr. Masaaki Nishiwaki
Teikyo University

Mr. Ryutaro Misumi
Toyota Motor Corporation, Japan

Technical Programme 
Tuesday 14 June 2016
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12:20 - 13:50  Lunch Hall B 

Sponsored by

12:20 - 13:20  ITT Open Seminar – Yellow 2-3

Sponsored by

Braking Innovation – beyond borders

Presented by:  
Luca Martinotto 
R&D Executive Director  
ITT Friction Technologies

Today, the automotive sector is facing unprecedented challenges and calls for innovation. Different technological trends are 
rapidly converging leading to a completely new landscape. In this growing complexity, all players along the value chain have to 
rethink the way they contribute to create value and innovation. 

ITT is embracing this challenge by opening the traditional R&D to a new cooperative and innovative ecosystem.

Join us: ITT Open Seminar
Tuesday, 14 June 12:20-13:20
Open to all EuroBrake participants



Kindly sponsored by

The EuroBrake Student Innovation 
Competition asked engineers of the 
future to submit a technical abstract 
to outline their ideas and vision of the 
implications for vehicle braking systems of 
autonomous driving. 

Finalists have been invited to EuroBrake 
this year to experience an international 
conference first hand and exhibit their 
work in the form of a technical poster. 
Judging will take place on Monday 
evening; from these posters five finalists 
will be selected to present their work to 
EuroBrake delegates and the judging 

Specification of braking system: can brake load capacity be reduced to allow for this mode of driving or 
should it be increased?

Sensing and actuation: what forms should these systems take to account for the autonomous driving mode?

Is the safety of the vehicle improved and how should the autonomous vehicle respond in an 
emergency braking scenario?

What measures should be introduced to ensure that the vehicle remains pleasant and comfortable to travel in?

What are the additional opportunities for recuperative braking systems leading to reduced emissions for 
autonomous vehicles?

How do we ensure security from cyber attack or other malicious tampering? 

Consider the 
implications 
for vehicle 
braking 
systems on 
autonomous 
driving

Think about at least one of the following aspects of braking to inspire your innovative idea

panel on Tuesday at the ESIC Final. The 
students will also be able to enjoy a tour of 
the Museo della Scienza e della Tecnologia 
"Leonardo da Vinci" on Tuesday afternoon. 
The overall winner of the Final will receive 
500 EUR in prize money, which will be 
presented by the Steering Committee at 
the Gala Dinner. 

As part of a three day programme of 
events, students will attend a special 
keynote presentation and a private 
Q&A session during the lunch break 
on Wednesday with members of the 
EuroBrake Steering Committee, EuroBrake 

Advisory Board, FISITA CEO, Daimler 
representative and an HR specialist. 
This is an incredible opportunity for the 
finalists to learn directly from leading 
figures in industry and academia and to 
develop their future careers in automotive 
engineering.

For more information contact Hayley Millar: 
h.millar@fisita.com

Technical Programme 
Tuesday 14 June 2016

13:00 – 13:45  EuroBrake Student Innovation Competition, kindly sponsored by Daimler – Green 1
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14:00 – 15:30   Technical Session

EuroBrake 2016 Strategy Panel – Red 1-2 

Silent Brakes – Just a Vision?

Chair:
Prof. Dr. Georg Ostermeyer
Head of Institute of 
Dynamics and Vibrations, 
University of Braunschweig

Chair:
Dipl.-Ing. Jan Münchhoff 
Head of Development Foundation  
Brake and Brake System Design, 
AUDI AG 
Germany

This Session will discuss the whole braking development process 
from today’s customer feedback to the future opportunities in 
engineering processes and robust products.

Braking customers' needs and demands are rapidly changing and the 
suppliers of braking technologies need to have a clear understanding 
in order to quickly adapt their processes to meet those demands.

In a time of innovation, the design of robust brake systems and 
development processes for NVH relies on the availability of useful 

data to generate ground-breaking engineering and scientific (Brake 
noises and tribology) solutions.

Our Panel chairs have carefully selected a first-class panel of experts 
from the different sectors involved in these developments and 
delegates will be able to submit questions to the panel at the end of 
the session.

Dr. Axel Sprenger 
J.D. Power and 
Associates GmbH

Prof. Dr. Hermann Winner 
TU Darmstadt

Torsten Treyde 
ZF TRW

Jürgen Lange 
TMD Friction

Hannes Sachse 
Applus+ IDIADA Germany

Dr. Sebastian Oberst 
University of New South 
Wales

Panellists: 

15
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16:00 - 18:00  Technical Sessions

GLS: Global Standardization – Red 1-2 

Chair:  Chair: Harald Abendroth
Consultant

Co-Chair:  Dr.-Ing. Jaroslaw Grochowicz
Ford Werke GmbH

EB2016-MFM-004  chat
International Railway Brake Standardisation 

Mr. Frank Minde
DB Systemtechnik GmbH 
Germany

EB2016-SVM-011  file
UIC Approval Criteria for Railway Brake 
Pads and an Extended Approach Based on 
Penalty Points 

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Matthias Niessner
Hochschule München

Mr. Jörg Huber
Knorr-Bremse

Dr. Peter Spiess
DB Systemtechnik GmbH 
Germany

EB2016-MFM-006  chat
Standards on SAE Commercial Vehicle and 
SAE Passenger Car

Tim Duncan
Link Engineering Company 
United States

EB2016-MFM-002  chat
SAE Brake NVH Standards Committee – An 
Update

Mr Carlos Agudelo
Link Engineering Company 
United States

EB2016-MDS-013  chat
Update on Expertenkreis  Simulation 
Bremsgeräusche (EKS)

Dr. Daniel Wallner 
Porsche AG, Germany

EKS 9102: Specification For Dynamic Brake 
Pad Material Characterisation

Dr. Daniel Wallner
Porsche AG

Dr.-Ing. Sylwia Hornig
Technische Universität Berlin and Consultant to 
Link Engineering Company

Dipl.-Ing. Enrique Wegmann
TMD Friction GmbH 
Germany

Ing. Cristian Malmassari
Brembo 
Italy

EB2016-BSY-005 chat
Update on Expertenkreis Bremsgeräusche 
(EKB)

Dipl.-Ing. Claus Thomas
Porsche AG 
Germany

EB2016-MFM-008  chat
The relation of ISO  and China Standard 
System for Friction Materials

Mr. Libing Hou
China National Nonmetallic Mineral Products 
Quality Supervision Inspection Test Center 
China

EB2016-MFM-007  chat
Standardization Activities -JSAE – Japan

Mr Masaki Hayakawa
Akebono Brake Industry Co., LTD. 
Japan

EB2016-MFM-009
Laboratory Testing of Airborne Brake Wear 
Particle Emissions using a Dynamometer 
System under Urban City Driving Cycles

Dr. Hiroyuki Hagino, Mr. Motoaki Oyama,  
Dr. Yoshio Tonegawa, Mr. Sasaki Sousuke
Japan Automobile Research Institute 
Japan

EB2016-MDS-034  chat
Status ISO Report Brake Linings and 
Friction Couples

Dr.-Ing. Jaroslaw Grochowicz
Ford Werke GmbH 
Germany

Mr. Harald Abendroth
Consultant, Germany

CRT: Friction Brakes and Energy 
Recuperation Technologies – Blue 1

Chair:  Mr. Ralph Lauxmann
Continental AG

Co-Chair:  Dr. Hans Feigel 
Mando Corporation

EB2016-FBR-022 chat
Load Spectra of Foundation Brakes in 
Electric Vehicles

Mr. Merten Tiedemann,  
Mr. Kai Bode,  
Dipl.-Ing. Jan Münchhoff 
AUDI AG, Germany 

EB2016-BSY-019 chat
Case Study: Proof of Concept for the Use 
of Brake Blending with a Range Extended 
Hybrid 

Mr. David James Wood
HORIBA MIRA Ltd., United Kingdom

EB2016-BSY-017 file
An Alternative and Customised Human-
Machine-Interface (HMI) for Braking 
Passenger Cars

Dipl.-Ing. Stefan Kirchner,  
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Klaus Augsburg 
Technische Universität Ilmenau, Germany

EB2016-BSY-014 file
Cyber Security for Brake Systems

Dr.-Ing. Steffen Luh
Continental Teves AG, Germany

EB2016-BSY-021 chat
Brake Energy Recuperation in LCV with 
Active Links
Dr. Eng. Sergei Kharytonchyk
Belarusian National TU, Belarus

EB2016-BSY-076 file
Advanced Braking System Control 
Prototyping Using the Networked 
Hardware-in-the-Loop Technique

Dipl.-Ing. Viktor Schreiber, 
Dipl.-Ing. Dzmitry Savitski,  
Prof. Dr. Valentin Ivanov, 
Prof.  Dr.-Ing. Klaus Augsburg 
Technische Universität Ilmenau 
Germany

chat
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16:00 - 18:00  Technical Sessions

INR: Innovative Rotors – Blue 2

Chair:  Prof. Dr.-Ing. Ralph Mayer
Technische Universität Chemnitz

Co-Chair:  Yasuhi Suganuma
Link Japan LLC 

EB2016-MDS-014  chat
Wire Structure Core Brake Disc – Concept 
Study

Mr. Steffen Kaina,
Dr.-Ing. Olaf Andersen
Fraunhofer IFAM - Dresden, Germany

Dr. Eva Kieselstein
KIESELSTEIN International GmbH, Germany

EB2016-SVM-030  file
Characterising the Thermal Performance 
of a Novel Lightweight Brake Disc with 
Wire-Woven Ventilated Channel at Varying 
Speeds

Dr. Frank Kienhöfer, 
Mr. Shaun Zedi, 
Prof. Tongbeum Kim
University of the Witwatersrand, South Africa

Prof. Ki-Ju Kang
Chonnam National University,  
Republic of Korea 

EB2016-MDS-036  chat
Developments in Surface Technologies for 
Light Alloy Brake Rotors

Prof. Suman Shrestha
Keronite, United Kingdom

EB2016-SVM-013  chat
Carbon Ceramics Composites Brake Discs: 
Modelling Technique

Ing. Paolo Iavarone, 
Mr. Roberto Bonfanti, Ing. Alessandro Nardi
Brembo, Italy

Prof. Alessandro Airoldi
Politecnico di Milano, Italy

EB2016-MDS-021  chat
Thermally Sprayed Ceramic Coatings as 
Friction Surfaces of Brake Rotors

Dipl.-Ing. Septimiu Popa,  
Prof. Dr. Rainer Gadow
IFKB University of Stuttgart, Germany

Mr. Florian Schirmer
Formula Student University of Stuttgart, 
Germany

EB2016-MDS-035  file
Reduce Brake Dust by Coated Discs

Mr. Oliver Lembach
Daimler AG, Germany

18:10 - 19:10  EuroBrake Drinks Reception – Silver Plenary Foyer

Sponsored by

19:10 - 22:30  EuroBrake Gala Dinner – Silver Plenary

Sponsored by

DISTRIBUTOR OF RAW MATERIAL
Strada Fontanaccia, 52
21040 Origgio (VA) - Italy
Tel. +39.02.964465 - Fax. +39.02.9650398
www.camesrl.eu - info@camesrl.eu

- stand n. 46

development for NAO and CU free
smart solutions for a perfect braking

your partner in business
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08:30 - 10:10  Technical Sessions

FIC: Friction Interface  
Characterisation – Red 1-2

Chair:  Prof. Francesco Massi
University of Rome “La Sapienza”

Co-Chair:   Prof. Dr. Ho Jang
Korea University

EB2016-SVM-052  chat
Investigation of Corrosion Phenomena in 
Brake Systems by Electrochemical Methods
Mr. Agusti Sin
ITT Italia S.R.L., Italy

EB2016-SVM-043  file
Measurement of excitation characteristics 
of brake pads using foil force sensors

Dipl.-Ing. Deborah Müller, 
Dr. Daniel Wallner, Dipl.-Ing. Sergio Carvajal
Porsche AG , Germany

EB2016-SVM-060  file
Evaluation of Frictional Properties for Brake 
Pads Using High-Speed In Situ Observation 
and Acoustic Emission Measurement 
Method

Dr. Alan Hase
Saitama Institute of Technology, Japan

Mr. Kazuho Mizuta,  
Dr. Eng. Yukio Nishizawa, Mr. Koji Sugimoto, 
Mr. Katsuya Okayama
ADVICS Co. Ltd., Japan

EB2016-SVM-023  file
Automated Brake Pad Surface Topography 
Measurement Using the AUT

Dipl.-Ing. Tobias Schramm, 
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Georg-Peter Ostermeyer
TU Braunschweig, Germany

EB2016-FBR-017  chat
Estimation of surface contact stiffness using 
experimental dynamic tests and continuous 
numerical approach

Dr.-Ing. Davide Tonazzi, 
Prof. Yves Berthier
LaMCoS-INSA of Lyon, France

Prof. Francesco Massi
La Sapienza University of Rome, Italy

TEF: Thermal Effects – Blue 2 

Chair:  Dr. Marco Tirovic 
Cranfield University

Co-Chair:  Mr. Dietmar Knoop
Arvin Meritor

EB2016-SVM-002  chat
Rapid and None-Contact Optical 
Photothermal Technique to Account for 
Thermal and Microstructural Homogeneity 
of Grey Cast Iron

Dr. M. David Hanna
Winhere Auto Parts, China

Dr. Oscar E Martinez
University of Buenos Aires

Dario Kunik
Tolket, S.R.L, Argentina

EB2016-FBR-016  file
Analysis of the Interface Heart Partition in a 
Friction Brake System with 2D FE Models

Mr. Le Qiu, Dr. Hongsheng Qi, 
Prof. Alastair Wood 
University of Bradford, United Kingdom

EB2016-SVM-027  chat
Simulation of Brake Disc Deformations 
under Thermal Load

Maximilian Könning, Dr. Ronaldo Nunes
Daimler AG, Germany

EB2016-SVM-025  file
A 3D Finite Element Simulation of 
Ventilated Brake Disc Hot Spotting

Mr. Jinghan Tang, 
Dr. David Bryant, Dr. Hongsheng Qi
University of Bradford, United Kingdom

EB2016-SVM-020  file
Evaluation of Heat Localization Behaviour 
on Brake Disk Rubbing Surface (FE Analysis 
Method for Reproducing Disk Surface 
Temperature)
Ms. Yuiko Sakayama, 
Dr. Eng. Takanori Kato, 
Dr. Eng. Taizo Makino, 
Mr. Osamu Kondo
Nippon Steel & Sumitomo Metal Corporation, 
Japan

Prof. Yannick Desplanques,  
Prof. Philippe Dufrénoy
University of Lille, France

SCG:  Creep Groan – Blue 1 

Chair:  Dr.-Ing. Mattias Leber
Porsche AG

Co-Chair:  Mr. Claudio Prina 
CNH Industrial; IVECO S.p.A

EB2016-FBR-023  file
Fundamental Tests of Low-Frequency Noise 
Phenomena Especially Creep Groan, with a 
Simplified Test Setup

Mr. Peter Hauschild, 
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Klaus Augsburg,
Technische Universität Ilmenau, Germany

Dr.-Ing. Sebastian Gramstat
AUDI AG, Germany

EB2016-SVM-001  chat
A Time Domain Approach Towards 
Analysing Creep Groan Noise in 
Automobile Brakes
Mr. Ajay Shivaswamy
Mercedes Benz, India

Dr. Ronaldo Nunes, Mr. Maximilian Koenning
Daimler AG, Germany

EB2016-SVM-008  file
Creep Groan – Vibrational and Acoustical 
Analysis of Vehicle Road Testing Results

Dr. Kai Bode, Dr.-Ing. Sebastian 
Gramstat, Dipl.-Ing. Jan Münchhoff
AUDI AG / I/EF-51

Mr. Marvin Kokott,
FH München, Germany

EB2016-SVM-009  chat
A Standardized Methodology For Creep 
Groan Investigation On A Dynamometer

Mr. Dietmar Rösner,  Mr. Boris Wernitz,  
Mr. Recep Özdil, Mr. Olaf August
Federal-Mogul Friction Products GmbH 
Germany

EB2016-SVM-069  chat
Creep Groan Development Methodology 
– Early Stage and Fast Development
Strategies
Dr.-Ing. Nils Perzborn, A. Stache,
ZF TRW, Germany

Dr. Karl Häsler, Dr. Ronaldo Nunes, J. Li
Daimler AG

Dr. Torsten Treyde
ZF TRW

Prof. Dr. Georg-Peter Ostermeyer
TU Braunschweig, Institute of Dynamics  
and Vibrations, Germany

10:10 - 10:40  Break – Hall B
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10:40 – 12:40  Technical Sessions

M&T: Modelling & Testing  
– Red 1-2

Chair:  Prof. Peter Hagedorn,  
TU Darmstadt 

Co-Chair:  Dr. Roman Milczarek 
TMD Friction GmbH

EB2016-FBR-026  file
A Method Towards Investigating the 
Influence of ODE Based Friction Laws in the 
Frequency Domain

Mr. Aron Völpel, 
Prof. Dr. Georg-Peter Ostermeyer,
Dr.-Ing. Michael Müller
TU Braunschweig, Institute of Dynamics and 
Vibrations, Germany

EB2016-SVM-033  file
Low Pressure Wear Test

Dipl.-Ing. Ilja Plenne, 
Dipl.-Ing. Enrique Wegmann
TMD Friction GmbH, Germany 

EB2016-SVM-064  file
Prediction of Brake Interface Temperature

Dr. Aleksandar Grkic, 
Prof. Dr. Slavko Muzdeka
Military Academy, University of Defence, Serbia

Prof. Dr. Zivan Arsenic
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, University 
of Belgrade, Serbia

Prof. Dr. Cedomir Duboka
Vinča Institute of Nuclear Sciences,  
Centre for Motor Vehicles, Serbia

EB2016-SVM-073  chat
Modern Calculation Tools for the Design of 
Friction Materials of Railway Brakes

Dipl.-Ing. Sebastian Alexander Montua,  
Dipl.-Ing. Burkhard Kurek,  
Dr.-Ing. Andreas Mehlan
Faiveley Transport

Frank Schiefer, Prof. Dr. Georg Ostermeyer 
TU Braunschweig, Germany

EB2016-SVM-056  file
On the Software Development for a 
Reduced Scaled Brake Dynamometer

Dipl.-Ing. Stephan Raczek, 
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Georg-Peter Ostermeyer
TU Braunschweig, Institute of Dynamics and 
Vibrations, Germany

EB2016-BSY-016 chat
Laboratory Frequency Response for Brake 
Noise

Dr. Marvin Weintraub
MHW, LTF., United States

FMC: Friction Material Characterisation 
– Blue 1

Chair:  Dr.-Ing Andreas Giese 
Federal-Mogul

Co-Chair:  Mr. Agusti Sin 
ITT Italia S.R.L.

EB2016-MDS-033  chat
Evolution of Friction Material Properties 
with Braking Cycle and Integration in a 3D 
Thermo Mechanical Model

Pr Philippe Dufrénoy, 
Mr Ruddy Mann,
Dr Vincent  Magnier,
Dr Florent Brunel,
Dr Jean-François Brunel
University of Lille

Mrs Michèle Henrion
Faiveley Transport Gennevilliers 
France

EB2016-SVM-048  file
Variations in Friction Material Elastic 
Properties Resulting from Performance 
Tests

Dr. Donald Yuhas, 
Carol L. Vorres, Jacek Remiasz
Industrial Measurement Systems Inc.

Mr. Martin Reder, Mr. Steven Hoxie
Bwigroup 
United States

EB2016-FBR-018  chat
Impact of temperature on brake pad 
characteristics with regard to brake noise

Dr.-Ing. Boris A. Wernitz, 
Dr. Eric Ludwig
Federal-Mogul 
Germany

Jaromir Pospisil 
Federal-Mogul 
Czech Republic

EB2016-SVM-051  file
Compositional Characterization of 
Brake Pads By ICP-AES Analysis: Initial 
Components

Ms. Milena Arabia, 
Dr. Diego Pellerej
ITT Italia S.R.L.

Dr. Mery Malandrino
University of Turin 
Italy
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10:40 – 12:40  Technical Sessions

BPE: Brake Particle Emission – Blue 2

Chair:  Prof. Dr.-Ing. Klaus Augsburg
Technische Universität Ilmenau

Chair2: Dipl.-Ing. Jan Münchhoff 
AUDI AG

EB2016-MDS-020  chat
Potential Environmental Impact of the Automotive Brake Wear 
Debris

Dr. Pavlína Peikertová, 
Dr. Jana Kukutschova
Technical University of Ostrava, Czech Republic

Prof. Peter Filip
Southern Illinois University Carbondale ,  
United States

EB2016-SVM-053  chat
Comparison of Airborne Micro and Nano-Sized Wear Particles 
Emitted in Brake Pads
Mr. Agusti Sin
ITT Italia S.R.L., Italy

EB2016-MDS-037  chat
On the Formation and Physical Properties of Airborne Particles 
from Disc Brakes
Prof. Dr. Ulf Olofsson
KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden

EB2016-SVM-061  file
Sampling of Brake Dust Particles

Dipl.-Ing. Hannes Sachse
IDIADA

Mr Felix Wenzel
TU Ilmenau

Dr. Dmytro Lugovyy 
HORIBA, Germany

EB2016-SVM-072  chat
Brake Wear Particle Emissions: Current Status within the PMP 
Informal Working Group

Theodoros Grigoratos,
Joint Research Centre Institute for Energy and Transport Sustainable, 
Transport Unit, Italy

12:40 - 13:50  Lunch – Hall B 

Sponsored by

Multiple 
Registration 

Discount

When registering over 10 delegates from 
the same company you will be entitled to 

two complimentary passes.

For more information email 
l.eckett@fisita.com

chatEB2016-MDS-016  
Organic Compounds in Model and Commercial Automotive 
Brake Pads and their Friction Products

Dr.-Ing. Daniela Plachá, 
Dr. Jana Kukutschová, Dr.-Ing. Vladimír Tomášek,  
Ing. Marcel Mikeska, Dr.-Ing. Miroslav Vaculík,  Dr. Pavlína 
Peikertová, Mrs. Kristina Čabanová 
Technical University of Ostrava 
Czech Republic

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Peter Filip
Southern Illinois University Carbondale 
United States
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The brake industry continues to make a significant effort to develop 
brake systems for new vehicle platforms in all regions of the world. 
Safety and brake system robustness are key priorities for the end-user, 
and it is the role of the industry to ensure customer satisfaction whilst 
controlling cost and maintaining manufacturing processes with high 
quality levels.

Brake system specifications must also take into account other aspects 
such as performance, pedal feel, residual drag, NVH, friction wear, as 
well as dirt, dust and disc issues. Today’s consumer standards are high, 
and the industry must develop a clear approach to manufacturing, 
test procedures and quality control to ensure a positive perception of 
the industry, and high customer satisfaction.

This session will address important questions such as: 

n Where are we with all these efforts?

n Are the end customers in the field satisfied with the  
products and results of these processes for the whole life  
cycle?

n What is important for a positive perception of the  
brake system?

n What are the main reasons for “Things Gone Wrong” and for  
warranty claims, and how can we avoid it in future?

n Do we have the right priorities? Should we shift resources?

n Could we reduce cost with more focus on end-users than  
development engineers?

Panellists: 
Ing. Vincenzo Cusolito Head of Chassis Engineering, FCA EMEA

Dr.-Ing. Jaroslaw Grochowicz Technical Specialist Foundation Brakes and Friction Materials, Ford Werke GmbH

Yukihiro Shiomi, Group Manager, Brake System Development Dept.Chassis Development Div. Toyota Motor Corporation,  
(Member of the EuroBrake Advisory Board)

Dietmar Knoop Head of Engineering Global ADB and EU Brake Systems

Dietrich Golz Director Core Development Foundation, Continental Chassis and Safety Division

Dr. Torsten Treyde Deputy Director Global Engineering Technologies, ZF TRW

Dr. Heribert Schumacher VP Global Engineering Federal-Mogul Bremsbelag GmbH, (Member of the EuroBrake Advisory Board)

This panel will focus on how consumer satisfaction is assessed, 
what results can be derived from this assessment, and how the 
international markets differ. From this, we will be able to develop 
strategies for specifications that will ensure the future manufacture 
and distribution of safe, reliable and robust brake systems.

13:50 – 15:30 

Panel Session: – Red 1-2

Robust Brake Systems, Customer 
Satisfaction and Warranty Claims

Chair:
Theo Kaster
Global Portfolio Director, Foundation Brakes 
ZF TRW

Chair:
Thomas Neff 
GME Manager Brake & Control Systems 
GME Adam Opel AG
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13:50 - 15:30  Technical Sessions

DYP: Dynamometer Procedures  
– Blue 1

Chair:  Dr.-Ing. Martin Semsch
Continental AG

Co-Chair:  Mr. Franck Martin
SNCF 

EB2016-SVM-017  chat
History and Applications for Sample and 
Scale Testing of Friction Materials

Mr. Roy Link, 
Carlos Agudelo, 
Link Engineering Company,  
United States

Jaeyoung Lee, Yoon Joo Rhee
Hyundai Motor Group,  
Republic of Korea

EB2016-SVM-057  file
Automatic Heat Crack Detection Of Brake 
Discs On The Dynamometer

Mr. Sven-Eric Wiegemann, 
Dr.-Ing. Norbert Fecher, 
Mrs. Nora Merkel, Prof. Dr. Hermann Winner
Technische Universität Darmstadt,  
Germany

EB2016-SVM-007  file
An Experimental Comparison of Hot Judder 
Behaviours Between Dynamometer Test 
and Vehicle Test

Mr. Xinfu Xu, 
Prof. Dr. Hermann Winner
Technische Universität Darmstadt ,  
Germany

THT: Thermal Effects and Heat Transfer  
– Blue 2 

Chair:  Dr. Peter Spiess
DB Systemtechnik GmbH

Co-Chair:  Prof. Dr. Matthias Niessner
University of Applied Sciences  
Munich

EB2016-SVM-040  file
Thermal Impact on Rolling Contact Fatigue 
of Railway Wheel Treads and Thermal 
Capacity of Wheels

Mr. Mandeep Singh Walia, 
Mr. Ali Esmaeili, Dr. Tore Vernersson,  
Prof. Roger Lundén
CHARMEC, Chalmers University of Technology 
Sweden

Dr. Kazuyuki Handa
Railway Technical Institute Research Institute 
Japan

EB2016-SVM-042  file
Numerical Model and Experimental 
Study of Temperature Fields in a Single 
Application of Railway Tread Brake

Dipl.-Ing. Piotr Wasilewski
SMiOC Frenoplast Bułhak i Cieślawski S.A. / 
Białystok University of Technology 
Poland

Dr. Eng. Piotr Grześ
Białystok University of Technology, Faculty of 
Mechanical Engineering, Poland

EB2016-SVM-037  chat
Heat Dissipation from Stationary Passenger 
Car Brake Discs
Mr. Stergios Topouris, Dr. Marko Tirovic
Cranfield University, United Kingdom

EB2016-SVM-065  file
FEA Simulations for Comparison to Thermal 
Data Obtained from Vehicle Testing on the 
Grossglocker High Alpine Road

Mr. Richard Sims,
Stewart Wren, Fernando Suarez
Eurac Poole Ltd, United Kingdom

EB2016-FBR-027  chat
Understanding the Cracking Resistance of 
Brake Discs: Influence of Microstructure 
Transformations

Prof. Phillippe Dufrénoy,
University of Lille, France

Dr. Peter Ranninger, Dr. Werner Ecker
Materials Center Leoben Forschung GmbH

Prof. Thomas Antretter
Institute of Mechanics, Montanuniversitaet 
Leoben, Austria

15:30 - 17:00  EuroBrake Farewell Reception – Hall B Foyer

EB2016-BSY-013 chat
Brake Judder - A Statistical Approach for 
Data Analysis and Correlation

Ing. Cristian Malmassari, 
Ing. Andrea Cerutti
Brembo, Italy

EB2016-FBR-024  file
Real Scale Dyno Bench Study on the 
Relation Between Kinetic Energy 
Dissipation and Friction Material Wear – 
Part 2: Investigation on Power Density and 
Pressure Contribution

Giulia Garello, Niccolò Patron,  
Luca Martinotto, Pietro Buonfico,  
Pietro Durando
ITT Italia S.R.L., Italy

EB2016-MDS-010  
file
Could Pin-On-Disc Tribometers Be Used to 
Study the Friction/Wear Performance of 
Disc Brake Materials?
Dr. Eng. Ibrahim Metinöz, 
Dr. Vlastimil Matějka,  
Dipl.-Ing. Mattia Alemani, 
Dipl.-Ing. Guido Perricone
Brembo, Italy

Dr. Eng. Jens Wahlström
KTH Royal Institute of Technology,  
Sweden
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FISITA World 
Automotive Congress

Organised by

For almost 70 years, the biennial FISITA World Automotive Congress has been 
recognised as the leading international meeting place for the world’s engineers and 
executives to share technical knowledge and ideas. The event is held in a different 
country around the world and hosted by FISITA and one of our Member Societies.

The benefits of attending include:

n Network with fellow students and influential peers from academia, 
government, industry professionals

n Raise your profile and inspire others by presenting to an international 
audience

n Reduced delegate rates exclusively for students

n Apply for the Travelling Fellowship - an unrivalled opportunity for young 
engineers to proactively join social and technical visits in the host country

FISITA 2016 will be held in Busan, Korea.

FISITA 2018 will be held in Chennai, India.

www.fisita.com/events/congress 



Poster Presentations

You are invited to the Poster Session where authors will present 
their work directly to all delegates attending EuroBrake and to 
meet with interested delegates for in-depth technical discussions. 

Best Poster Prizes 
This year Posters will be judged by a Panel of Experts from the EuroBrake 
Steering Committee, Braking Industry and Academia.

The best posters will be awarded as follows:

1st Place  -  EUR 500

2nd Place -  EUR 300

3rd Place  -  EUR 200

Best Posters will be recognised at the Gala Dinner on Tuesday 14 June.

This recognition to the best posters  
is kindly sponsored by ITT.

EB2016-BSY-003 chat
Data Fusion for Speed over Ground 
Estimation

Dr. Georgios Tsampardoukas, 
Mr. Ric Hampson; Dr. Phil Barber
Jaguar Land Rover 
United Kingdom

EB2016-BSY-007 chat
Automatic Brake Wear Particle Extraction 
System

Mr. Kannan C R, 
Mr. Prasanth Kumar P
Vel Tech University 
India

EB2016-BSY-009 chat
Advance Intelligent Braking System

Mr. Saurabh Bhudhar
Neilsoft Ltd. 
India

EB2016-BSY-015 chat
Oral
Hydraulic-Brake-System-for-niche-cars - 
Everything but mainstream!? 

Mr. Elmar Schöps, 
Mr. Ralf Harth, Mr. Volker van Lier
Continental Engineering Services GmbH 
Germany

EB2016-FBR-002  chat
Research on the Time-Varying Properties of 
Friction and Establishment of the Nonliner 
Dynamic Friction Model

Prof. Xiandong Liu, 
Mr. Ke Shang, Prof. Yingchun Shan,  
Dr. Zhishuai Wan
Beihang University

Dr. Haixia Wang
Beijing Automotive Technology Center 
China

EB2016-MDS-001  chat
New Generation Iron Powder Friction 
Material for Brake Pad Applications

Mr. Aditya Bothate,  
Dr. Ashok S 
Hoganas India Pvt. Ltd. 
India

EB2016-MDS-009  file
Dependency of PM10 Particles Emission 
on Stability of the Friction Coefficient and 
Character of Friction Surface

Vlastimil Matejka, 
Ibrahim Metinöz, Mattia Alemani, 
Andrea Bonfanti, Guido Perricone
Brembo S.p.A. 
Italy

Jens Wahlström, Ulf Oloffson
KTH Royal Institute of Technology 
Sweden

EB2016-MDS-022  chat
Characterization of Different Mica 
Phlogopite Types and Comparison in a Low-
Metallic Brake Pad Formulation

Dipl.-Ing. Veronika Mayer,
Kaerntner Montanindustrie GmbH 
Austria

EB2016-MDS-026  chat
Fineblankplus: Meeting Or Exceeding 
OE Specifications While Improving Costs 
Efficiencies in the Manufacturing of Disc 
Brake Backing Plates

Ms. Ainhoa Artuzamonoa, 
Mr. Jose Luis Ciordia
NUCAP 
Spain

EB2016-MFM-003  file
Air Pollution Control around Friction 
Material

Dipl.-Ing. Christoph Osten
Venjakob Umwelttechnik 
Germany

EB2016-SVM-018  file
Analysis Influencing Factors of Test Results 
on Inertia Dynamometer

Mr. Libing Hou
China National Non-Metallic Mineral Products 
Quality Supervision Inspection Test Center 
China

Poster Display – Exhibition Foyer 
Posters will be on display in the Exhibition Foyer throughout the 
conference and the final abstract for each paper will appear in 
downloadable form on the EuroBrake 2016 App.

Authors will be available to discuss their poster presentations on Monday 
13 June during the afternoon session break (16:00 – 16:20) and the 
Tuesday morning break (10:10 – 10:40). 
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Key to Technical Sessions

file Full written papers will be included in  
the Proceedings of EuroBrake 2016.

chat Oral papers are authors’ presentations  
supported by PowerPoint  
presentations only.

Where permission has been given by  
the author, PowerPoint presentations of  
‘oral-only’ authors will be available after  
the conference at: 

 www.eurobrake.net

EB2016-SVM-039
Review of the Scientific Literature on the 
Potential Health Hazard of Brake-Wear 
Derived Particles

Dr. Ingrid Corazzari, 
Dr. Francesco Turci, Dr. Maura Tomatis
University of Turin 
Italy

Dr. Eng. Diego Santamaria
Rockwool B.V. Lapinus Fibres 
Netherlands

EB2016-SVM-046
Friction Pair Development in Different 
Scales – Advanced Verification of Results 
by Examination of Wear Mechanisms and 
Debris

Dipl.-Ing. Sebastian Wurth, 
Dr.-Ing. Andreas Mehlan
Faiveley Transport

Dr.-Ing. Sabine Siebert, 
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Werner Theisen
Ruhr-Universität Bochum 
Germany

EB2016-SVM-055  chat
Method for Components Interaction Study 
in Brake Pad Formulation

Dr. Diego Pellerej, 
Ms. Florence Vivier
ITT Italia S.R.L. 
Italy

EB2016-SVM-066  file
Critical Factors on Braking Squeal at High 
Braking Speeds

Prof. Shuwen Wang, 
Prof. Yuedong Sun, Prof. Ping  Zhou et al
University of Shanghai for Science and 
Technology 
China

EB2016-SVM-068  chat
Technical Systems for Brake Drag 
Measurement in Laboratory Testing

Mr. Adam Link, 
Thales Tresmondi
Link Engineering Company 
China 

Carlos Agudelo
Link Engineering Company 
USA
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02  Advanced Noise Technologies 

55  AirBack

70  Alroko GmbH & Co. KG

53  Anhui Guida Auto Parts Co. Ltd 

17  ARFESAN Arkan Fren Elemanlari San. ve Tic. A.S.

83  AVL List GmbH

82  AZO GmbH + Co. KG

03  Bertandt AG

76  Blum Novotest GmbH

67  BSS TEC International Corp 

106  Buderus Guss GmbH

112  Cambustion

46  CAME Srl

09  Capacitec

38  Cardolite Speciality Chemicals Europe NV

56  Cocan (Hubei) Graphite Mill Inc

41  COMEC Grinding Machines & Presses

15  Continental Engineering Services GmbH

62  Daico Automotive Products S.P.A

29  Daishin Kako Co. Limited

11  Eirich

52  Erdrich Umformtechnik GmbH

30  Exploiter Molybdenum Co., Ltd

25  Federal Mogul Bremsbelag GmbH

31  Ferdinand Erlmann Werkzeugbau GmbH & Co.

108  FISITA

86  Friction One Automotive  

 Technology (Xiantao) Co., Ltd

43  Frimeco Produktions GmbH

16  Fritz Winter Eisengießerei GmbH & Co. KG

06  Gebrüder Lödige Maschinenbau GmbH

60  Graphit Krompfmuhl 

74  Green Steel Group 

32  GREENING Inc.

88  Grupo Dynasol

72  Guangdong Junhui Automotive  

 Technologies Co. Ltd 

10  HEAD acoustics GmbH

45  Hexion GmbH

68  HORIBA Europe GmbH

57  Huan Dah International Co., Ltd

73  Huangshan Hualan Technology 

63   IMERYS

51  IMF Engineering S.r.l

109  Industrial Measurement Systems, Inc.v

64  ITAPROCHIM S.R.L.

04  ITT Italia S.r.l

48  James Durrans Group

49  Kärntner Montanindustrie GmbH

34  Kommerling UK Ltd.

28  Lapinus Fibres

22  Link Engineering Company  

85  LÖGEL Makine Otomotiv San. Ve  Tic. Ltd. Şti.

89  MacDermid Enthone

71  MAGNI Europe GmbH & Co. KG

20  Magyc SRL 

47  Manifattura Gomma Finnord S.P.A.

07  Marposs Italia S.p.A.

66  Meneta Group

65  Microface Ltd

12  Motion Tech

35  Mineralmuhle Leun, Rau GmbH & co KG

42  NOF Metal Coatings Europe S.A

113  NP

32  NUCAP industries Inc

69  Otsuka Chemical Co., Ltd 

19  Palmer International

39  Polytec GmbH

Booth Index

Exhibition hours

Monday 13 June 12:30–19:30

Tuesday 14 June 08:30–18:00

Wednesday 15 June 08:30–15:30

All refreshments and lunches are served in the 
Exhibition Hall.

Floorplan accurate at time of printing. Visit 
www.eurobrake.net/exhibitors 
for the most current version.
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114  Pometon S.p.A

26  RENK Test System GmbH

105  Richard Anton KG 

61  Rimsa Metal Technology SA 

107  RTE Akustik + Prüftechnik GmbH

27  Sadeca Systems S.L.U

18  SBS Friction A/S

33  Schwarzwälder Textil-Werke

37  Shanghai Labon Technical Fiber Co., Ltd

21  Showa Denko Carbon, Inc.

84  SHW Automotive GmbH

58  SIPROF S.A

54  Speciality Lubricants Corporation

10  Spectra SRL

44  STAC Elektronische Systeme GmbH

50  Superior Graphite Europe

111  T.Q.M. Itaca Technology srl

80  TecSA s.r.l

08  Teijin Aramid

13  Trelleborg Sealing Solutions Kalmar AB 

14  Tribotecc GmbH

24  Util Group

05  Wabtec Europe – Friction Group

32  WALDRAFF Technologies GmbH & Co. KG

36  Walter Werner GmbH Metallveredelung

59  Winhere Auto-Part Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

75  Wolverine Advanced Materials GmbH

40  Zhongbang Super Hard Tools Co. Ltd 
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Advanced Noise Technologies  
Adivision of HÜHOCO Group

42279 Wuppertal Möddinghofe 31
Germany 
Telephone: +49 (0)151 1720 7692 
Web site: www.huehoco.com 

ANT is a division of the HÜHOCO Group. The Group has 
more than 1100 employees worldwide. ANT associates are 
specialized in developing noise solutions with insulator 
materials such as shims and abutment clips used for 
automotive brakes. Offering a wide product range of low 
cost materials and individually developed constrained layer 
materials, we are meeting Aftermarket and OE demands. 
ANT provides customer orientated noise countermeasures 
worldwide. By having coil coating entities in Brazil, USA, 
Germany, India & China, we develop, produce, ship and 
store in your market and your currency. NVH dynamometer 
testing capabilities are available on a global scale. 

AirBack

East Sussex
United Kingdom
Telephone: +44 (0)435 872 624 
Web site: http://www.airback.co.uk

‘Stop Press’, Fast Charge, the World Record Electric 
Motorcycle attempt, to use AirBack Brake Technology. 

The Wind in Your Wheels

AirBack is a revolutionary new product, being launched at 
the show, which enhances the performance of disc braking 
systems. AirBack provides a ‘green’ solution to both stiction 
and frictional drag, associated with disc brakes. Some of the 
benefits of this unique and patented technology include:

• Eliminates pad glazing

• Reduces brake pad temperature after braking

• No need for cross-drilled or slotted brake discs

• Can integrate with existing vehicle control systems

• Reduces fuel consumption/enhances vehicle  
 performance

• Compatible with electric and hybrid vehicles

• Significantly reduces brake dust

• Can be used to thaw brake pads in extreme cold  
 conditions

• Operates using only very minimal electrical load

• Significantly extends life of brake system components

• Compliant with vehicle regulations and legislation

• Environmentally friendly in many ways

By combining direct cooling and friction free/dustless 
pads (when not in use) Airback provides enhanced vehicle 
performance and fuel efficiency whilst also improving brake 
component life.

Alroko GmbH & Co. KG

Borsteler Chaussee 55
22453 Hamburg
Germany 
Telephone: +49 (0)4053 00450
Web site: www.alroko.de

Alroko is the exclusive sales representative for many 
important producers of raw materials and machine 
manufacturers around the world, and a reliable partner for 
all our customers. We supply technically advanced products 
of consistently high quality, always emanating from the 
same established sources. Further we supply machines for 
producing and testing friction materials.

More than 30 years of experience in our business and 
the manufacture of nearly all products according to 
ISO-standards provide our customers with the security of 
supply and trust they need to produce excellent products 
themselves. We can also give you extensive technical advice 
as required.

Anhui Guida Auto Parts Co. Ltd

No.2368 Nanci 1st Road
Xinwu Economic Development Zone  
Anhui Province 
China 241100 
Email:goodbrakes@vip.163.com 
Tel :+86(0)553-8127618
Fax:+86(0)553-8127566
Web site: www.gdbrakes.com

Anhui Guida Auto Parts Co., Ltd.(hereinafter called Guida) 
was established in 2010, located in the "National Auto 
Parts Export Processing Base" – Machinery Industrial 
Development Zone.

Guida mainly specializes in the production of backing plate, 
brake steel shoe and related accessories. The products are 
sold all over the world.

Daily Productivity:   50,000PCS of backing plate
                                       25,000PCS of brake steel shoe

Keep developing latest molds for back plate according to 
CTD or OE code.

Facility: Automatic feeding machine, Semi automatic rolling 
machine.

These advanced machines ensure the stability of the 
production.

Less consumables, low scrap, exact dimensions, good 
flatness, all these character make our product popular in 
the market.

ARFESAN Arkan Fren Elemanlari San. ve Tic. A.S.

Gebze Organize Sanayi 
Bölgesi 300. Sok 41480
Gebze
Kocaeli 
Turkey
Telephone: +90 (0)262 7510269 
Web site: www.arfesan.com.tr

Arfesan is a world-class product designer and diversified 
manufacturer of air brake components and systems for the 
global heavy commercial vehicle industry markets. Building 
on over 45 years of successful growth, we are a leading 
preferred supplier of air brake chambers since 1980’s.

With the help of modern machinery and equipments, 
we manufacture robust brake actuators of high quality 
standards.

We dispose of the Know How of the design and apply it by 
the development, research and production of lightweight 
products and serving information to Autonomous Drive. 

AVL List GmbH

Hans-List-Platz 1
A-8020 Graz
Austria 
Telephone: +43 316 787 0 +43 316 787 0
Web site: www.avl.com

AVL is the world's largest independent company for 
the development of powertrain systems with internal 
combustion engines as well as instrumentation and test 
systems.

AVL is active in the following areas of business:

Powertrain Engineering
AVL Powertrain Engineering is an expert partner to 
the global automotive and mobility industry for the 
development of innovative powertrain systems. From 
diesel engines to electric drives, from alternative fuels to 
control software, from transmissions to batteries, we have 
been working in partnership with companies all over the 
world for more than 60 years. Unique synergies with AVL 
Instrumentation and Test Systems and AVL Advanced 
Simulation Technologies enable the development of highly 
creative, mature and application-specific solutions for our 
customers in order that they meet their future market 
challenges.

Instrumentation and Test Systems
The need for CO2 reduction, the increasing complexity of 
new powertrain systems, and a requirement to achieve the 
highest possible level of process efficiency - along with the 
need to quickly launch new models - are some of the key 
challenges facing the automotive industry now and for the 
foreseeable future.

Simulation
Powerful multi-dimensional simulation platforms developed 
on the basis of AVL's engineering knowledge guide you to 
practical, application oriented solutions.

AVL is providing a set of comprehensive simulation tools in 
a flexible and open environment enabling multi-disciplinary 
solutions as integral part of your powertrain development 
process. Fully validated state-of-the-art physical simulation 
models embedded in application specific simulation 
methods enable virtual prototyping on component and 
system level for most efficient combination of simulation, 
design and testing.

AZO 

Rosenberger Str. 28
74706 Osterburken 
Germany  
Telephone: +49 (0) 6291 920
Web site: www.azo.com 

We offer everything from the initial concept design and 
innovative single components for storing, discharging, 
screening, conveying, dosing and weighing of raw materials 
to a turnkey solution, namely the entire plant ready for 
operation, from one company: Plant engineering and 
construction, process engineering and process IT are totally 
integrated. Our success is based mainly on the quality 
and reliability of the solutions we have provided and the 
experience we have gained by developing automatic 
material handling systems for over 60 years.

Bertandt AG

71139 Ehningen
Germany 
Telephone: +49 7034 656-0 
Web site: http://www.bertrandt.com

The Bertrandt Group has been providing development 
solutions for the international automotive industry 
worldwide for over40 years. A total of more than 12,500 
employees at 47 locations guarantee extensive know-how, 
sustainable project solutions and a high level of customer 
orientation. The main pillars of the Group’s sustainable 
success are its sound financial structure and its highly 
qualified employees in an internal network. In financial year 
2014/2015, the listed company recorded sales of € 934.8 
million. Earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT) were € 91.6 
million, while earnings after income taxes amounted to € 
62.6 million.

Bertrandt: Services for a mobile world

In the dynamic environment of the automotive industry, 
the complexity of individual mobility solutions is constantly 
increasing. Today’s trends towards more ecological mobility, 
comfort, safety and connectivity demand comprehensive 
technical expertise in product development. As a co-
designer of sustainable mobility, Bertrandt continuously 
adapts its range of services to address its customers’ needs 
and constantly changing market conditions. The company's 
services for the international automotive industry cover 
the entire value chain of product design and development: 
from the initial idea and the development and validation 
of components and modules right through to complete 
vehicles, with supporting services such as quality, supplier 
and project management and training programmes. In 
order to meet complex requirements in the development 
and integration of state-of-the-art products – for example 
relating to new materials, intelligent electronic systems or 
modern drive systems – Bertrandt has combined key subject 
areas into competence centres. The group-wide networking 
of expertise and the consistent further development of 
knowledge secure the company's status as one of the 
leading partners in the market for development services. 
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Your new partner for brake accessories

State of the art 
coating technologies

WE MAKE PRODUCTS PROUD
VISIT US ON BOOTH 2

WWW.HUEHOCO.COM

NVH - brake application 
engineering

A DIVISION OF GROUP

New test center 
with new 

dynamometers

Global presence - 
R&D, engineering 
and manufacturing 

Contact:
Marco Benetazzo
+49 6126 7004954 or m.benetazzo@eu-ant.com
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Blum-Novotest GmbH

Kaufstraße 14 
88287 Gruenkraut
Germany 
Telephone: +49 (0)751 6008-0
Web site: www.blum-novotest.com
YouTube: www.youtube.com/user/BlumNovotestGmbH

Established in 1968, Blum-Novotest GmbH is one of the 
globally leading manufacturers of innovative as well as high-
quality measuring and testing technology with a turnover of 
roundabout 60 million EUR.

Worldwide 14 subsidiaries support the products and 
solutions, which are produced in 2 manufacturing plants 
based in Germany.

Today the enterprise employs more than 480 associates in 
three business divisions:

• Measuring Components for the international machine 
tool industry

• NOVOTEST Testing Technology for the automotive, 
hydraulic and aircraft industry

• Measuring Machines for automotive industry, suppliers 
and machine tool industry

Business Division: Measuring Machines
The field of the Business Division Measuring Machines is 
dimensional measurement and crack testing of rotational 
symmetric parts. 

Using tactile, non-contact as well as combined methods 
the solutions range from integrated post-process-systems 
for static and dynamic inline measurement up to special 
testing solutions providing additional technologies such as 
detection of cracks.

Active process optimization provided by closed loop 
process with transmission of correction values for automatic 
tool wear compensation.

Always focusing on the part's O.K. geometry, the machines 
are able to perform additional tasks such as classification, 
sorting, work piece labelling and palletizing.

Profound competence and integration expertise in 
application fields such as:

• Brake discs and drums • Balance wheels and discs • Shafts, 
camshafts, etc. • Rotors • Wheel hubs (cars, trucks) • Gears• 
Differential gear housings • Tool inserts • Torque converter 
components • Coupling flanges 

From flexible stand-alone robot cells up to fully integrated 
machines with automation for part's handling – the 
specialists of Blum-Novotest GmbH provide you with 
individual, high precision measuring and testing solutions 
with ease of operation and reliability.

Our Experience in Brake Disc Quality Control
The first BLUM measuring machine for brake discs was 
established in 1992.

Since that time more than 100 measuring- and crack-
testing machines for brake discs have been delivered into 
production plants of automotive OEM and suppliers (cars 
& trucks).

More than 30 active production lines are equipped with 
BLUM technology, each of them with 1 up to 3 BLUM 
measuring machines for brake discs

The product range of our brake disc/-drum solutions varies 
due to the customer’s needs from solo type, dynamic 
measurement stations up to flexible changeable machines, 
including additional crack-detection and Eigen frequency 
test systems with automated disc handling.

BSS TEC International Corp

No.5, Yongkehuan Rd
Yongkang Dist. 
Tainan City
71041
Taiwan
Telephone: +886-6-2018988
Web site: www.bsstec.com.tw

BSS TEC is a professional braking components manufacturer, 
which specially focuses on Fine Backing Plates. With 25 years 
of previous experience in brake pads, we deeply know how 
the accuracy of backing plates affects the braking system. 
Thus we built a superior technical development team and a 
high standard automatic production line in order to design 
the moulds and produce the backing plates.

High-Quality, Low-Cost
We use new automatic progressive press technology; thus 
providing products with the same quality as OE with even 
lower costs. We bring you the fulfilment of OE performance 
dream. 

Fine Backing Plates
Standard of fine backing plate:

1.  Size of abutment edge can maintain a tolerance of 
0.1 mm to OE specification.

2.  Minimized rollover area can effectively maximize the clear 
shear of abutment area.

3.  Over 80% of abutment shaving on edge surface 
condition.

4.  Plate flatness is below the specification of 0.1mm.

The future 
of friction 
braking 
is here
TODAY
Brake Drag = Potential RDE Test Penalties*
AirBack® Retro-fi t System = Drag-free Braking

The revolutionary AirBack® Retro Brake Retractor (RBR) can 
reduce exhaust emissions* by lowering rolling resistance. 

It can reduce the potential for brake fl uid boil-off associated with 
higher performance/racing cars.

Get in touch for more details

tel: +44 (0)1435 872624
trevor@airback.co.uk

 @AirBackUK

www.airback.co.uk
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Buderus Guss GmbH

Buderusstraße 26
35236 Breidenbach
Germany 
Telephone: +49 (0)6465 620
Email: maren.gerhardt@guss.buderus.de
Web site: www.buderus-guss.de

Buderus Guss GmbH is one of the leading passenger car 
brake disc manufacturer in Europe as well as development 
partner and supplier to the international automotive 
industry. The company gave significant impulses for 
new and modified brake disc materials. Some of these 
innovations were developed and introduced by Buderus.

Fully automated machining lines are available, capable of 
keeping tightest tolerances and measuring 100% of the 
essential disc features. Conventional brake discs as well as 
light weight solutions can be delivered either ground or 
fine turned. Depending on customer requirements discs are 
coated with zinc dust, Geomet® (silver), Senotherm® (black) 
and weco-THERM®  (black).

The first class innovation project at Buderus Guss is named 
iDisc® and provides an alternative to standard cast iron 
and ceramic disc for premium vehicles. The iDisc® concept 
guarantees high wear and corrosion resistance as well 
as low fading tendency combined with attractive visual 
appearance and avoidance of brake dust by tungsten 
carbide coating.

Cambustion

J6 The Paddocks
347 Cherry Hinton Road 
Cambridge 
CB1 8DH
United Kingdom
Telephone: +44 1223 210250
Web site: www.cambustion.com

Nanoparticle emissions from braking systems fitted to 
vehicles are of increasing interest worldwide. Studies have 
suggested that the number of particles emitted by braking 
systems can be of a similar magnitude to those emitted 
from the tailpipe of a modern light duty vehicle, and this 
leads to an increasing desire to characterise the particle 
emissions from friction brakes.

Cambustion’s DMS500 fast particle sizing instrument 
combines a wide measurement range (5 nm – 2,500 nm) 
with 10 Hz data and a T10-90% response time of just 
200ms, making it ideal for studying brake emissions which 
are characteristically short duration and potentially high 
concentration. The system outputs a size/number spectrum, 
which can be processed to calculate particle mass and other 
parameters such as surface area using suitable weighing.

Optional use of constant volume sampling allows real-
time calculation not just of concentrations, but also total 
emissions per second and hence total number (or other 
calculated parameters such as mass) of particles emitted per 
braking event.

CAME S.r.l.

Strada Fontanaccia 52
21040 Origgio (VA)
Italy 
Telephone: +39 (0)2 9644651 
Web site: www.camesrl.eu
Email: info@camesrl.eu

CAME is a leading distributor of specialty chemicals, tailored 
to comply with all regional requirements. Our company has 
successfully developed its presence on the Italian market 
following environment roles. The international market is 
one of our most important developments in the friction 
business and today we are supplying big accounts in Italy 
and abroad. 

Friction & Sintering represents our most important business, 
and due to our experienced technical sales force we are 
able to offer high quality raw material and efficient technical 
support in Italy and abroad. Our customer portfolio is 
divided into OEM and Aftermarket supplier.

Paint & Coatings, Adhesives, Rubber, Model & Foundry are 
other market segments where we have a strong presence 
on the Italian market.

Our warehouses are located all over Italy and we are able 
to support customers with "just in time" deliveries. For raw 
material product range information please visit our Web site.

Capacitec

16, Rue Séjourné
CRETEIL cedex 
94044
France
Telephone: +33 0143 394 868
 Fax: +33 0149 800 749
 Web site: www.capacitec.com

Established in 1986, Capacitec is the global leader in high 
temperature disc brake dimension measurement using 
capacitive non contact displacement technology.

Driven by Automotive Manufacturers, Disc Brake System 
Suppliers and Brake Test Labs, Capacitec offers a next 
generation of rotor wear test electronics and sensors.

Typical Disc Brake Dimension Measurement:
• Rotor run-out (TIR)

• Static Rotor Thickness Variation (RTV)

• Dynamic Thickness Variation (DTV)

• Rotor coning

• Plate-to-plate orientation (V-ing, barreling)

• Wobble

• Thermal expansion

Cardolite Speciality Chemicals Europe NV

Wijmenstraat 21K/2 
9030 Mariakerke (Gent)
Belgium 
Telephone: +32 (0)9265 8826
Web site: www.cardolite.com

Cardolite manufactures the world’s largest variety of 
products derived from cashew nutshell liquid (CNSL), a 
renewable natural resource. In addition to manufacturing 
products for the epoxy industry, Cardolite produces a wide 
variety of binder resins, friction particles and specialty 
chemicals for the friction industry.

Cardolite will be introducing its latest line of innovative, high 
performance friction particles designed for top performance 
passenger and commercial brakes. Amongst those, some 
new high-end brown friction particles will be presented. 
These particles provide great help to the compounder 
keeping friction properties within the desired range at a very 
effective cost. Next to these new brown friction particles, 
an innovative black friction particle has been developed 
providing excellent heat resistance, very low compressibility 
and a steady friction coefficient at elevated temperatures. 

All Cardolite friction particles are derived from cashew 
nutshell liquid, a natural, non-food chain, renewable 
biomaterial.

Cocan (Hubei) Graphite Mill Inc

Suite 1804
Xinguang Building 
976 Jianshe Avenue
Wuhan 430010
China
Telephone: +86 2782 6536 36
Web site: www.cocangraphite.com

We, Cocan Graphite, have grown up as a leader in Chinese 
powder carbon and graphite industry. Our product portfolios 
range from graphite to coke, from synthetic to natural types 
of carbonaceous materials. We dedicate to continuously 
improving our production technologies and processing 
systems in decades to come. All of our inbound raw materials 
and outbound finished products are carefully tested and 
certified by our cutting-edge laboratory – Cocan Carbon 
Center. With ISO 9001:2008 certification, we have applied 

total quality management among all of our products while 
we are gradually practicing to apply Vendor Management 
of Inventory and Just-In-Time delivery. Our passion, mission, 
ingenuity, and diligence are the main driving power for our 
glittering global supply chains. Cocan, refines your life! Keep 
your eyes on us, please, as co-operating, we can!  No doubt - 
it’s your time, and also it’s our time!

COMEC Grinding Machines & Presses

Via Del Commercio 40
Piacenza 29122
Italy
Telephone: +39 0523 6402 11 
Web site: www.comec-grinders.com

Founded in 1963, COMEC specializes in the design and 
manufacturing of grinding machines for special applications. 
In the last 20 years, COMEC has focused especially on 
developing Grinding and Pressing Technologies for the 
Friction Material Industry.

As a result of the excellent technological solutions developed 
both through internal research and development, and 
working side by side with its customers, COMEC is a top 
supplier worldwide of grinding machines for friction materials.

COMEC is located about 60 km South East of Milan, in 
northern Italy, within 45 to 90 minutes drive from the Milan 
airports.

Continental Engineering Services GmbH

Graf-Vollrath-Weg 6
D-60489 Frankfurt
Germany
Telephone: +49 69 678696
Web site: www.conti-engineering.com

Continental Engineering Services GmbH is a worldwide 
provider of engineering services. With free access to 
Continentals global technologies, CES provides our 
customers with rapid, innovative solutions across the 
complete spectrum of engineering disciplines.

Complimented by highly flexible manufacturing facilities, 
enabling the production of cost effective, small series and 
niche volume product applications,

CES delivers a complete customer service - designed to 
meet the highest expectations.

Focused on:
Software Services, Low volume manufacturing, Engineering 
for Brakes, Safety and Chassis applications, Transmission and 
Engine Management, HEV, Driver Assistance, Interior, HVAC 
Functions, Displays, System Engineering, EE-Architecture, 
NVH, FSM, Automotive to Non-automotive adaptation.

DAICO AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS SPA

Via Goretta 84/B
10072 Mappano di Caselle 
T.se (Torino)  
Italy
Telephone: +39 011 9204101
Fax: +39 011 9968104
Email: info@daicospa.com
Web site: www.daicospa.com

DAICO AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS S.P.A. is the European 
leading Company, manufacturer and distributor of brake 
hardware for Automotive Industries and brake industries, 
since 1987. 

Products range:
- Brake pad and brake caliper hardware for passenger  

vehicles: piston clips, wire springs, acoustic wear sensors,  
counterweights, etc.

- Brake caliper hardware: sliding pad clips (abutment clips),  
fitting kits, bolts, etc.

- Fitting kits for L.C.V. and C.V. brake pads: hold down kits,  
 pressure distribution springs, hold down plates, etc.

- Components for drum kit assy: adjuster links, adjusting  
levers, springs, etc.

- Electrical wear sensors (under the brand name of Cable  
Logic S.r.l.)

Production: over 50% with final destination O.E. or O.E.S.
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Daishin Kako Company Ltd

Makita Building
2-5-8 Shiba Daimon 
Tokyo 1012-1002
Japan
Telephone: +81 3 34358561
Web site: www.daishinkako.com

Daishin Kako Company Ltd is based in Tokyo and has over 
fifty years experience of designing, manufacturing and 
constantly developing lubricating products for highly 
specific applications. Daishin has been studying the use 
of greases and other lubricating materials used for the 
prevention of brake noise and squeal for over forty years. 
Daikalub 528D is the latest development in the range of 
brake greases and is approved and used by a large number 
of automobile manufacturers and component suppliers 
around the world.

Eirich

Walldürner Str. 50,
74736 Hardheim
Germany 
Telephone: +49 6283 51-0
Web site: http://www.eirich.com

For friction lining mixes and sealing compounds, the 
EIRICH mixing technology offers outstanding advantages 
for the preparation of dry mixes, wet mixes and granules. 
EIRICH customers tell from experience, that with this 
unique technology no step-by-step raw material 
addition is necessary, an optimal separation of synthetic, 
metal or mineral fibres is guaranteed and permanently 

homogeneous reproducible mixes of high quality are 
provided.

Maschinenfabrik Gustav Eirich GmbH & Co KG develops 
and manufactures machines and equipment for industrial 
processing technology with processes such as granulation, 
drying and, in particular, mixing and fine grinding. 
Depending on the industry, the family enterprise offers its 
customers stand-alone machines with process peripherals 
right through to turnkey processing plants. The company 
has been operating in industrial mixing technology for 
over 100 years. The portfolio includes mixers for industrial 
applications with a volume of 1 to 12,000 l as well as lab 
mixers. As a technology leader for intensive mixers, EIRICH 
provides solutions to more than 300 industries.

Erdrich Umformtechnik GmbH

Reiersbacher Strasse 34
77871 Renchen-Ulm 
Telephone: +49 7843 705 0
Fax: +49 7843 705 89
Email: info@erdrich.de
Web site: www.erdrich.de

Erdrich Umformtechnik is one of the world's leading 
manufacturers of metal brake pistons and specific 
foundation related parts for the automotive industry. The 
Business Unit Brake Piston has facilities in Germany, Czech 
Republic, Georgia/USA and starts its local China-business 
soon producing several 10 Mio. pistons per year with a 
global footprint. The piston portfolio comprises diameters 
from 36 to 66 mm for front and rear axle applications. All 
pistons are optimized to minimum weight at maximum 
strength using our enhanced deep drawing process 

technology. Ni/Cr-coatings have been replaced to a more 
sophisticated and environmental gas-nitro-carbureting. 
Utilising completely interlinked production lines including 
in-house surface treatment Erdrich Umformtechnik is 
achieving the quality aim - 0 ppm for years and is delivering 
to customer locations all over the world.

EXPLOITER MOLYBDENUM CO., LTD

Jiudian Village, 
Deting Town, 
Song County, 
Luoyang,  
China 471434
Telephone: + 86 (0) 379-63338609
Email: gxh@ktzmy.com

Exploiter Molybdenum Co., Ltd is the 3rd largest 
manufacturer of molybdenum disulfide in the world, located 
in the city of Luoyang which has 1/3 of China molybdenite 
reserves. Our current production capacity is 1200MT. We 
have developed and adopted our own environment-friendly 
technologies to produce high purity molybdenum disulfide. 
We have got 4 national patents and certificate of ISO9001, 
ISO14001, OHSMS28001 and REACH pre-register. We are 
also awarded with the National High and New Technology 
Enterprise, Postdoctoral Research and Development Base, 
Nanometer Molybdenum Materials Engineering Technology 
Research Center.

More than 70% of molybdenum disulfide is exported to 
more than 20 countries around the world. Every year we 
attend exhibitions & meetings in the field of lubricants 
and friction materials, such as NLGI, NLGI-India, ELGI , CLGI, 
EUROBRAKE, SAE BRAKE, Moscow Lubricant Week.

Exhibitor Directory

EuroSales@Capacitec.com    |    331 43 39 48 68    |    www.capacitec.com

DISC BRAKE WEAR MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS

SEE US AT 
BOOTH 24

A New Capteura® electronics – 8 channel 
package only 85mm x 145mm x 185mm

A Best small sensor size vs. large 
displacement range

A 400ºC Standard non-contact capacitive 
displacement sensors (10mm o. d.)

A 871ºC Optional high temperature 
capacitive displacement sensors 
(6.5mm to 19mm o. d.)

A 20 year industry standard for Link, 
Continental, Federal Mogul, and Bosch

A Support centers in France, UK, & US
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Federal-Mogul Bremsbelag GmbH

Glinder Weg 1
21509 Glinde 
Germany
Telephone: + 49 (0)40 7271 0
Web site: www.federalmogul.com

Ferodo and JURID-branded braking products from 
Federal-Mogul Motorparts are known to ensure reliable 
stops. Whether used in passenger cars, light commercial 
vehicles or trucks, or even railway cars, Ferodo and JURID 
ensure safety with innovative disc brake pads and brake 
block designs and materials. The Federal-Mogul Motorparts 
product portfolio includes a wide range of organic and 
sinter braking materials. With the recent introduction of the 
company’s Eco-Friction product series of reduced-copper 
and copper-free materials for both Low Steel and NAO 
formulations, Federal-Mogul Motorparts has become a 
global leader in green friction technologies. All products 
are engineered by a global team of technical experts within 
Federal-Mogul and feature friction stability and higher 
friction material flexibility which avoid hotspots on the brake 
discs. All of these characteristics ensure that the friction 
surface combinations improve the durability of the brake 
pads and brake discs. Ferodo and JURID offer UIC certified 
materials according to leaflet 541-3 and 541-4.

In cooperation with light and heavy-duty vehicle 
manufacturers and the railway industry, the Federal-Mogul 
Motorparts team develops optimized braking pairs for cast 
iron and steel brake discs according to customer technical 
specifications. The team can draw on the experience and 
support from the company’s worldwide R&D competence 
centres in passenger car and truck sectors. This collaboration 
ensures the highest possible efficiency in realizing the 
technological goals to develop the best possible braking 
products.

Ferdinand Erlmann Werkzeugbau GmbH & Co.

Hohewardstrasse 350
45699 Herten
Germany 
Telephone: +49 (0)2366 1801 0
Web site: www.erlmann.de

We are the leading manufacturer of manual and fully automatic 
operating Multispindle Drilling and Grinding Machines for Brake 
linings and Clutch facings. For more than 50 years our products 
have been valued by the major friction material producers 
world-wide. Beside our standard machinery program, several 
special purpose machines have been built according to the 
requirements of our clients. Our Engineering department 
persistently develops machines with high-precision 
components according to the newest technology.

As producers of high quality machinery on a small and 
specialised market, a personalised service to our customers is 
the first priority for us.

FISITA 

29 M11 Business Link
Parsonage Lane
Stansted, CM24 8GF 
England
Telephone: +44 (0) 1279 883 470
Email: info@fisita.com
Wesbite: www.fisita.com 

FISITA is the international federation that brings together 
the global automotive mobility sector to share ideas and 
advance automotive technological development. Founded 
in 1948, we are uniquely placed to promote excellence and 
support the development of safe, sustainable and affordable 
mobility solutions. 

FISITA enables automotive engineering societies and 
corporate organisations to connect with each other, 
network, share technological advancements and 
collaborate. Since creation, FISITA has seen significant 
growth in influence and relevance and today our network of 
Member Societies and corporate members of the Honorary 
Committee reach over 210,000 engineers in 37 countries, 
placing us at the heart of the industry.

FISITA facilitates dialogue between engineers and industry, 
governments, academia, and environmental and standards 
organisations, across all areas of automotive technology. 
We achieve this through organising and delivering 

internationally-acclaimed technical events, including the 
World Automotive Congress, the World Automotive Summit 
and the braking specialist conference EuroBrake, as well as 
supporting events run by our Member Societies.

We are proud to be contributing at the forefront of 
education and learning through our Education Committee 
and other academic initiatives. As part of this strategic 
engagement, we support the professional development of 
engineers, while providing resources and opportunities to 
students and young engineers breaking into the profession. 
Through our various education initiatives, FISITA promotes 
the automotive mobility sector as a career pathway of 
choice and supports engineers throughout their career 
journey.

Friction One Automotive Technology (Xiantao) Co., Ltd

No.10 Mianzhou Blvd 
Industrial Park
Xiantao City 
Hubei
433000
China
Telephone: +86-728-3251640
Web site: http://www.frictionone.com

Manufacturer of brake pads, brake shoes and related 
components: backing plates, shims, hardware and stainless 
steel hardware kits. TS16949 certified, full coverage for 
passenger cars, SUV, MiniVans, light pickups, good, better 
and premium friction formulas available, two manufacturing 
plants in China with warehouse of 40,000 square feet 
in California USA, great tooling capacity, huge in-house 
stamping capacity of backing plates and shims.

Frimeco Produktions GmbH

Aspernbrueckengasse 2
A-1020 Vienna
Austria 
Telephone: +43 (1)2183 9300
Web site: www.frimeco.com

Founded in 1995, Frimeco Produktions GmbH Vienna Austria, 
produces and sells a wide variety of raw materials to the 
global friction industry. Frimeco’s manufacturing, joint venture 
and partner companies are located in Bosnia, China, Italy, 
Germany, Brazil and Portugal. All manufacturing plants as well 
as partner companies guarantee highest Quality standards at 
competitive prices in compliance with ISO 9001.

Frimeco’s product range exists of:
-  Tinsulfide, Antimonytrisulfide, Coppersulfide, Pyrite

-  replacement compound for antimonytrisulfide

-  Steel-, Copper- and Lead Free Brass Fibres

-  Reclaimed Copper and Lead Free Brass Chips

-  Reclaimed Iron Chips

-  Ironoxide red / black, Chromite, Mica, Calcium Fluoride

-  Black and Brown Friction Dust, Cashew Nut Shell Liquid  
(CNSL) and Modified Liquid Cashew Resins

-  Ready-Made Mixtures for the manufacturing of Disc Brake  
Pads and Drum Brake Linings.

Fritz Winter Eisengießerei GmbH & Co. KG

Albert-Schweitzer-Strasse 15
35260 Stadtallendorf
Germany 
Telephone: +49 (0)6428/78230
Web site: www.fritzwinter.de

Fritz Winter is the largest family-owned, independent 
iron foundry worldwide. Our key competence is the 
development and production of ambitious castings for 
power train, brake and hydraulic applications for the 
international automotive, commercial vehicle and hydraulics 
industry. 

Specialising in the development of innovative and 
sustainable iron castings in conventional and in light-weight 
design, our range of products includes more than 800 
sophisticated components made of grey iron, ductile iron, 
compacted graphite iron and VARIFER©. Components 
from Fritz Winter are assembled worldwide in almost 
everything that moves. We at Fritz Winter are very aware of 
our customers’ needs, and therefore offer our advice and 
expertise right from the moment an idea for a new product 
is born and throughout the new product’s development. 
By implementation of high-precision manufacturing 
concepts we ensure the development of high tech products 
individually manufactured to high precision and cost 
effective standards. 

Modern vehicles and machines are facing constantly 
growing demands, forced by legislative authorities, 
worldwide applicability and last but not least the end 
customer. Significant progress in terms of noise, fuel 
consumption and emissions is required. Our engineers 
develop high-tech solutions in dialogue with our customers 
tailored to the individual requirement. In doing so, we 
actively and sustainably contribute to the achievement of 
CO2-reduction targets.

Gebrüder Lödige Maschinenbau GmbH

Elsener Straße 7 - 9
33102 Paderborn
Germany 
Telephone: +49 (0)5251 3090
Web site: www.loedige.de

Lödige supplies high-grade components, subsystems and 
systems for technical processing applications in a wide 
range of industries. We are specialized in the field of mixing, 
granulating, coating, drying and reaction. Our profound 
knowledge of processes, development and production 
enables us to contribute to the success of our partners 
throughout the world.

Lödige, which was founded in 1938, is a family-run business 
in its third generation now. With the invention of the 
Ploughshare Mixer, Lödige created a mixing unit that can 
cover a wide range of different processing tasks. This unit 
forms the basis for numerous innovations in the area of 
mixing and processing technology. 

Industrial mixing and processing technology has been 
significantly influenced by Lödige and will continue to be 
so in the future.

Over 500 patents and more than 30,000 machines and 
systems demonstrate our experience with customer-
oriented system solutions. Lödige operates with more than 
300 employees worldwide and supports its customers with 
a network of subsidiaries, technical offices and agencies.
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Graphit Kropfmühl 

Langheinrichstraße 1
94051 Hauzenberg
Germany 
Telephone: +49 (0)8586 609 178
Web site: www.gk-graphite.com

Graphit Kropfmühl, with its worldwide subsidiaries, has more 
than 140 years of tradition and expertise in graphite. With 
our technical competence to create solutions, our market 
proximity, and absolute customer orientation we have 
become a trend-setting graphite refiner. 

On the basis of innovative and quality-conscious high-
technology and through intensive dialogue with customers 
and partners, we develop high-quality special products. In 
order to secure the supply of raw materials we hold shares in 
mines located in Europe, Africa and Asia.

Green Steel Group

Via Provinciale per  
Dolzago 65 
23848  
Oggiono (LC)  
Italy
Telephone: +39 0341 268211 
Email: info@greensteelgroup.com
Web site: www.greensteelgroup.com

Green Steel Group is one of the leading producers of metal 
fibres and wools in the world: its main products are steel, 
stainless steel, copper, brass, bronze, zinc and aluminium 
fibres and wools. With its R&D department, Green Steel 
Group constantly works towards the implementation of new 
products and alloys to meet its customers’ expectations.

Green Steel Group metal fibres are successfully used by the 
most important brake pads producers worldwide and the 
Quality Management System of the Group conforms to 
the UNI EN ISO 9001 standard. With a constantly evolving 
technical know-how and the versatility of its machines and 
mills, Green Steel Group is able to produce fibres of different 
lengths and diameters, according to the specifications of 
each customer.

Green Steel Group produces various kinds of metal wools 
that are used for different industries and applications. From 
innovative wools used in the construction industry for their 
high heat and electrical conductivity to household copper 
and bronze wools – a return to the historical roots of the 
Group – that have been approved as Antimicrobial Copper 
products by the Italian Copper Institute.

Green Steel Group also supplies steel wire for steel 
wool production and steel fibres for concrete, approved 
according to EN 14889-1, which are commonly used as a 
reinforcement material in the construction industry.

Green Steel Group is based in Italy (Green Steel Solana), with 
a sales division in Spain (Green Steel España) and production 
sites in Poland (Green Steel Poland), Romania (Green Steel 
Romania), China (Green Steel Tianjin), Bosnia (Green Steel 
Bosnia, in partnership with Frimeco Sarajevo) and Egypt 
(Green Steel Egypt, in partnership with Egyptian Metal 
Fibers, Inc.).

Greening Inc.

Paul-Henri-Spaak-Str. 15
 51069 Koln 
 Germany
Telephone: +49 (0) 221 949953 13
 Fax: +49 (0) 221 949953 40
 Web site: http://greeninginc.com/

Greening is comprised of two operating units - one for 
engineering and manufacturing of test equipment, the 
other engaged in the areas of brake and friction material 
testing (among other vehicle components).

 We are an ISO/IEC 17025 accredited laboratory by A2LA and 
have engineering/sales support staff in Europe, Asia, and 
the Americas.

Grupo Dynasol

14340 Torrey Chase Boulevard 
Suite 250
Houston  
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USA
TX 77014
Email: marketing@dynasol.com.mx
Web site: www.dynasolelastomers.com

In 1999 Repsol and KUO group joined forces in a global 
business project focused on the production of synthetic 
rubber based on solution and the development of new 
products. The team consists of seven different nationalities 
and has three production centres located in Spain, Mexico 
and China. 

Sales offices serve more than 500 clients in 70 different 
countries. In 2015 during this international expansion 
strategy Repsol and Kuo Group strengthen their partnership 
with the incorporation of the Spanish company General 
Química one of the leading producers of catalysts, specialty 
chemicals and organic dyes. 

As part of the new agreement KUO Group brings to the new 
JV it’s emulsion business unit, Industrias Negromex who 
has more than 40 years of experience producing Emulsion 
Synthetic Rubber and has plants located in Altamira, Mexico, 
and China; the company’s wide range of products serve the 
tire, industrial, friction, adhesive, footwear, chewing gum,  
and retread segments.

All these businesses will now join forces as Grupo Dynasol 
becoming one of the world leaders in the Synthetic Rubber 
and Rubber Chemical markets with revenues estimated at 
up to more than 700 million dollars and a production of 
500,000 tons per year.

Guangdong Junhui Automotive Technologies Co. Ltd.

No.7 Eight Cross Road
Kengdtoudongxian Road 
Nancun Town
Panyu District,Guangzhou
China
Telephone: +86 189 2951 9610/ +86 (20) 3119 8963
Email: jonathan.ma@gzjjmp.com
Web site: www.gdjhat.com

Dedicated to manufacturing back plate and brake shoes 
since 2005, (GUANGDONG)JHAT, formerly known as Junjia, 
have been well recognised globally today as a reliable 
supplier to world-class friction companies. We stand 
out with a competitive professional edge by utilising 
conventional stamping and fine blanking processes. JHAT 
have more than 3500 references of back plate including 190 
OE references, and deliver around 4.5 million pieces of back 
plates monthly to customers worldwide.

We operate based on a modern Total Quality Management 
systems and are ISO/TS 16949 2002 certified. Constant 
training of our staff ensures us a high level of quality and 
productivity. Along with overseas’ VMI warehouse, we can 
fulfil demand on time anywhere. We see ourselves as a 
professional manufacturer and a supreme service provider 
for back plates in the global market.

HEAD acoustics GmbH

Ebertstraße 30a
52134 Herzogenrath 
Germany 
Telephone: +49 2407 577-0
 Web site: http://www.head-acoustics.de

Sound engineering, environmental acoustics, S&V 
measurements, analysis, playback, evaluation and 
simulation – HEAD acoustics offers comprehensive 
solutions for about any field of application, be it automotive, 
telecommunication, household appliance or IT. Our 
company has expanded from the base of binaural products 
offering multi-channel analyses and psychoacoustics work 
stations to handle virtually any noise and vibration test 
requirement. Thanks to high performing and integrated 
hardware and software components, our systems can 
easily be configured to meet individual needs. Learn about 
our latest product developments. You will be pleasantly 
surprised. Come and see for yourself at our booth no.10.

Hexion GmbH

Michael Stahl
Gennaer Strasse 2-4 
58642 Iserlohn
Germany
Telephone: +49 (0)237 492 5467
Email: michael.stahl@hexion.com
Web site: www.hexion.com

A Rich History of Innovation
Hexion is a world leader in specialty chemicals and materials 
with a long heritage of technology innovation, applications 
expertise and personalized service.

Hexion scientists invented one of the world’s first plastics, better 
known as Bakelite®, the first epoxy resins, and the first silicones 
for commercial use.

Today, we continue to develop a multitude of high-
performance resins, silicones and other advanced materials to 
meet the specific end-use and manufacturing requirements of 
our customers.

Hexion’s deep understanding of our customers’ applications is 
engineered into every solution we offer.

In returning to the Hexion name, with its heritage of innovation 
plus partnership, we want to make a clear, strong statement 
that we are more serious than ever about helping you succeed. 

HORIBA Europe GmbH

Landwehrstrasse 55
64293 Darmstadt
Germany 
Telephone: +49 (0)6151 5000 0
Web site: www.horiba.com

HORIBA Automotive Test Systems is a world-class, leading 
supplier of engine test systems, brake test systems, driveline 
test systems, wind tunnel balances, and emissions test 
systems. With over 60 years of experience and more than 40 
companies worldwide, HORIBA ATS offers total solutions to 
its customers, with full turnkey capability. Based on decades 
of expertise in the fields of brake testing, HORIBA is a 
competent testing partner and provides its customers with 
the full range of test systems for all types of friction material 
and brakes. 

In addition to providing testing tools, software and 
knowledge at their customer’s facility, HORIBA offers 
Contract Testing Services, meaning that HORIBA performs all 
necessary testing for the customer at one of its numerous 
facilities. No matter which type of braking system is to be 
tested, the experienced team of Contract Test Engineers 
handles customers’ requests using the latest measurement 
and testing technology for highly accurate and reproducible 
measurements – confidential daily status updates and 
comprehensive final audit reports are part of the service. 

From simple testing capacities to complex orders, HORIBAs’ 
experts offer tailored solutions on customer requirements.

Huan Dah International Co., Ltd 

No.26, Min Sheng Rd
Rende District 
Tainan City   
Taiwan 
Telephone: +886-6-3660277
Fax: +886-6-3660746
Web site: www.s-autoparts.com.tw

Huan Dah was founded in 1976 and well known as a 
professional manufacturer and exporter with over 26-year 
experiences in unlined shoes, brake shoes, pads and 
accessories. For Huan Dah has most advanced technology 
with automatic/semi-automatic production facilities, and 
our excellent quality has accredited by ISO-9001. With 
complete moulds for nearly 1000 worldwide vehicles, our 
auto parts are available for a wide range of applications 
which include Japanese, American, European and Korean 
cars, also in the field of tractors, forklifts and trucks. We have 
capacity for manufacturing OEM parts in accordance with 
customers' drawings and specifications.

HUAN DAH is your best choice for competitive price, quality 
products, quick delivery and good service. Please feel free 
to contact us for more details and we are looking forward to 
developing a mutually profitable business relationship with 
your esteemed company in the near future.
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OFFICIAL DISTRIBUTOR

Visit our booth n°64
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» MILLING        » MIXING      » PACKAGING

SICACELL 
Improves the physical and tribological characteristics of brake pads

STILOX
The right key to improves the friction level reducing wear and noise

ULTIMATE SERIES
New approaches to lubri�cation in friction material free of antimony 

trisulphide: from alternative compounds to adaptive lubricants

PROCHIM GP
A noise process solution in friction material

PROCHIM D SERIES
The most cheaper alternative of abrasive modi�er

ALOX SERIES
Calcined aluminium oxides with di�erent parcticle size and a-Al2O3 content

NANOFILL
Nanomaterials based on aluminosilicate clays

PRODUCTS

PROCESSING
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Hualan Technology Co.,Ltd

NO.8,Xiangzhan Rd 
Recycling economy industry zone 
Daguan district
Anqing City  
Anhui province 
China  
Fax: +86-0559-2184638
Email: sales@hs-hl.com
Web site: www.hs-hl.com

Huangshan Hualan Technology Co.,ltd is a leading 
professional manufacturer of powdered Nitrile butadiene 
rubber in China with the best R&D center and sales team. 
Our product is a very fine full-crosslink acrylonitrile NBR 
powder used as an industry standard in the modification of 
friction lining compounds. It can improve the performance 
of brake pad, linings and so on. Most of Chinese brake 
manufacturers are using our NBR powder, meanwhile lots of 
international customers are choosing our products for their 
friction material production. We warmly welcome you come 
to know us.

IMERYS

Via Maito 8
6804 Bironico TI 
Switzerland 
Telephone: + 41 (0) 91 873 2010  
Email: benedetta.caprara@imerys.com
Web site: www.imerys.com

IMERYS Graphite & Carbon is the world leader in high 
tech, high performance solutions based on specialized 
Carbon materials (synthetic and natural graphite powders, 
conductive carbon black and water based dispersions). In 
particular, natural flakes are produced in IMERYS-owned 
Canadian mines. We at IMERYS Graphite & Carbon address 
the key requirements of the Friction Materials Industry like 
Wear Resistance, Copper Substitution and NVH Reduction 
by offering tailor made solutions.

IMERYS Fused Minerals – Zirconia Division is the world 
leader in Fused Zirconia, with production facilities in 
Germany, USA and China, providing highest quality with 
lowest U+Th levels for the friction industry. We back up our 
high product and service standards with technical support 
and development from our advanced R&D Center (C.A.R.R.D) 
in Villach, Austria.

IMF Engineering S.r.l.

Via Giuseppe di Vittorio 9
20016 Pero (MI)
Italy 
Telephone: +39 02339 10880
Web site: www.imfeng.eu

- Powder painting plants.

- Compact and maintenance-free plants.

- Fully automatic plants, made up of painting booth, IR or 
convection oven, gas or electrically heated, cooling. All 
the elements are connected in few meters.

- Painting booth duly worked out for disc brake pads 
that, together with the equipment for the electrostatic 
painting allows a complete pad’s covering with low 
powder thickness. 

- Static or continuous oven for the brake pads thermal 
treatment. 

Industrial Measurement Systems, Inc.

2760 Beverly Dr. #4
Aurora, IL 60502 USA
Telephone: +1 (630)236-5901 
Fax:  +1 (630)236-5982
Email: cvorres@imsysinc.com
Web site: www.imsysinc.com

IMS, Inc. is a manufacturer specializing in ultrasonic-
based instrumentation. Applications include elastic 
property measurements, process control, and ultrasonic 
thermometry.  Of particular interest to the friction material 

community, is the ETEK 3000 used to measure elastic 
constants of new friction material formulations (SAE 
J2725).  Results are used as input for simulations directed 
at reducing noise and vibration. In addition to ETEK 3000 
manufacture and sale, our applications laboratory provides 
testing services for composite elastic properties.  This year 
we are introducing our iETEK, a non-destructive, ultrasonic 
system to measure uniformity and dynamic modulus in 
as-manufactured pads.  The iETEK is a quality control tool 
for uniformity and batch-to-batch consistency. No sample 
preparation is required and most sizes/shaped pads 
can be measured.  IMS Inc. also manufactures ultrasonic 
thermometry instrumentation, ULTRATHERM, which is used 
to remotely measure temperature and heat flux in a host of 
military and aerospace applications.   

ITAPROCHIM S.R.L.

 Via Carlo Bianconi, 8
20139 Milan – Italy
Telephone: +39 02.5730.3726  
Email: info@itaprochim.it 
Web site: www.itaprochim.it

Our company, Itaprochim, was found in 1990; our main 
corporate goal is trading high quality and high tech raw 
materials.

In the last decade, our company became a leader in several 
fields, among them: friction materials, abrasives, solid 
lubricants, rubber industry, polymer and ceramic industries.

The high quality of our products allows us to satisfy the 
requests of every Client also thanks to the excellent 
technical and logistic supports.

Moreover, Itaprochim develops and produces trade mark 
materials and own technology (SICACELL® 964, ULTIMATE, 
PROCHIM GP, STILOXF37).

In the different application fields, Itaprochim collaborates 
with Clients to search innovative solutions.

ITT Italia S.r.l

Via San Martino, 87
12032 Barge (CN)
Italy 
Telephone: +39 0175 347161
Web site: www.ittfriction.com

ITT is a diversified leading manufacturer of highly 
engineered critical components and customized 
technology solutions for growing global sectors in energy, 
transportation and industrial markets. ITT’s Friction 
Technologies develops, produces, and sells brake pads 
and friction materials for private and public transportation 
markets and major automotive manufacturing industries 
around the world. They are a leading supplier of 
technological innovations in automotive R&D services and 
are recognized by the market for quality, expertise and 
reliability. 

James Durrans Group

Phoenix Works
Penistone
Sheffield, S36 9QU
United Kingdom 
Telephone: +44 (0)1226 370000
Fax: +44 (0)1226 764122

The James Durrans Group is a family owned group of 
companies established in 1863 with the head office 
at Penistone, Sheffield in England and three other UK 
manufacturing sites at, Bilston (West Midlands), Brancepeth 
(Co. Durham) and Scunthorpe, (Lincolnshire). The group 
markets a complete range of Carbon based materials 
supplying to a wide range of industries globally.

James Durrans Friction Division offers a full range of carbon 
based materials to the friction industry. Supplying to Original 
Equipment, Original Equipment Spares and Aftermarket.

With operations and sales offices at Willich (Germany), 
Tianjin (China) plus Joint Ventures in India, South Africa 
and France. We also have agents / distributors specialising 

in the friction industry throughout the world offering our 
materials. All providing a technical and sales service.

We offer a full range of Natural Graphite, Synthetic Graphite, 
Petroleum Coke, Metallurgical Coke and Blended Carbons. 
We can also offer purpose made materials to customer’s 
specifications.

Please contact Mr Steven Sherry Sales Manager at ssherry@
durrans.co.uk to discuss your requirements.

Kärntner Montanindustrie GmbH

Schloss 1
A-9400 Wolfsberg
Austria 
Telephone: +43 (0)4352 54535
Web site: www.kmi.at

KMI is leading global supplier of lamellar MIOX and producer 
of Wollastonite, Mica Muscovite and Mica Phlogopite. These 
functional minerals are used in various industries such as 
friction materials and brake pads, polymers, coatings and 
ceramics. As a specialist in micronization of mineral raw 
materials KMI produces high quality functional fillers in a 
particle size range of 1µm - 1mm and is focused on high 
aspect ratios.

The products of KMI contribute to the wide range of raw 
materials for brake pads. MIOX is a mild abrasive, has a 
lamellar structure and provides a high aspect ratio. With its 
combination of properties it is able to substitute Zirconium 
Silicate or Potassium Titanate with similar or even better 
technical performance. MIOX offers lower raw material 
costs, increase of thermal transmission, reduced thermal 
expansion and furthermore. Mica and Wollastonite are 
well-known fillers for brake pads and are provided at highest 
quality standards.

Kommerling UK Ltd

217 Walton Summit Road
Bamber Bridge
Preston
Lancashire 
PR5 8AQ
United Kingdom
Telephone: +44 (0)1772 3228 88
Web site: www.cilbond.com

Kommerling UK Ltd (CIL) manufactures the Cilbond range 
of high-performance bonding adhesives for the Friction 
Industry. Cilbond is used to producing Original Equipment 
and Aftermarket Brake Pads, and is available in solvent and 
water-based formulations. Cilbond is stocked via our global 
network of distributors and the company is ISO9001:2008 
and ISO4001:2004 certified.

Lapinus Fibres

Delfstoffenweg 2
6045 JH Roermond
Netherlands 
Telephone: +31 (0)475 353555
Web site: www.lapinusfibres.com

Lapinus Fibres is the world's largest producer of highly 
bio-soluble engineered mineral fibres. With 25 years’ 
expertise in engineered fibres, we create innovative and 
sustainable fibre solutions together with customers in 
different industries such as friction, gasket and coatings.  In 
order to deliver integrated fibre solutions for the friction 
industry, we also offer a range of other raw materials such as 
Promaxon® (calcium silicate) and Heracron® (aramid pulp). 
With a high commitment to the friction industry, we have a 
dedicated team of friction experts and an extensive friction 
applications development centre to provide premium and 
consistent products for friction material manufacturers. 
Lapinus Fibres is part of the Rockwool International Group.
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PROMAXON®-D contributes to:
Stabilised overall friction coefficient
Reduced (noise) vibrations generation
Increased braking comfort

Benefit from more than 50 years of experience, innovation and know-how

Industrial solutions  |  www.promaxon.com  |  info@promaxon.com  |  +32 (0)15 71 33 51
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PROMAXON®-D for brake pads
More stability, less noise

Visit us atEuroBrake
Booth 28

www.lapinusfibres.comPROMAXON®-D global distributor:
creating smart solutions together

2016_05_Promaxon_02.indd   1 17/05/2016   9:37:33
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Link Engineering Company

43855 Plymouth Oaks Blvd.
Plymouth 
MI 48170 
United States
Telephone: +1 734 453 0800
Web site: www.linkeng.com

Established in 1935, Link Engineering Company is the 
global leader in designing and manufacturing a complete 
range of test systems and in providing test services to the 
transportation industry in the areas of brake, transmission, 
driveline, steering, wheel, hub, tire, bearing and electric 
motor applications.  Headquartered in Plymouth, Michigan 
(suburb of Detroit), Link  operates facilities providing test 
services, as well as test system sales and customer support 
across the United States, Brazil, China, Japan, Germany, 
Korea and India. Link allows its global customers to realize 
their optimal test solutions through its in-depth industry 
knowledge, comprehensive test services and support, and 
state-of-the-art test systems.

LÖGEL Makine Otomotiv San. Ve  Tic. Ltd. Şti.

Inönü Mah. 
Gebze Plastikçiler O.S.B. 
Içi Atatürk Bulvari  
No:32 Gebze Kocaeli 
Turkey
Telephone: +90 262 751 22 00    
Fax: +90 262 751 21 21
Web site: www.pwrbalata.com   
Web site: www.logel.com.tr 

LÖGEL, founded in 1983, has been producing commercial 
vehicles brake pads and machines with state of the art 
technologies for several sectors in accordance with the 
demands from the market. The Works performed by in-
house  R&D department and the knowledge acquired in 
years play a part in achievements of LÖGEL.

LÖGEL, as a first producer of CNC controlled glass processing 
machines in Turkey, has also succeeded in significant 
achievements in the national and international markets in 
this field.

LÖGEL has succeeded in significant achievements  in the 
national and international markets and with the aim to 
reach new targets, it has started to produce  race car type 
brake systems and touring related accessories in 2005 based 
on its experience obtained in the race environment as from 
the year 2000 and R&D studies ; on the other hand, the 
product range of LÖGEL includes textile printing machines 
as well. In the following process and with the experience 
and knowledge acquired in production, it has decided 
to produce brake pads  for heavy vehicles such as trucks 
and busses and then it has started to produce brake pads 
as soon as the receiving positive results from the tests 
conducted after R&D studies. Our brake pad products are 
produced with positive mould method; and in this system 
the first brake pad and the 100.000th brake pad have the 
same quality and density. With other words, the brake 
pads are produced with the same  quality and in the same 
compaction rate from the beginning of the manufacturing 
process till the end. As a result of R&D studies we started 
in 2009 and  the formulations of the hundreds of brake 
pads tested ; the brake pads for heavy vehicles and busses 
we produced without use of any asbestos has provided a 
high level of friction without any damage to the discs and 
thus they provide a service life up to100.000 km during 
a long road trip. The  textile printing machines of LÖGEL 
that are produced with state of the art technology today 
are preferred in priority in the textile sector thanks to the 
features they have.

LÖGEL has continued its operations in its modern facilities 
in Gebze ,which is the industrial centre of Kocaeli near to 
Istanbul in a closed area of 7500 m2 and it has reached an 
international quality level for its product and services thanks 
to its state of the art technology and innovative machines 
and its developed test labs. Furthermore, it aims permanent 
customer satisfaction with long lasting reliable usage 
warranty and superior quality as proven by TSE EN ISO 9001: 
2008 Quality Management System.

MacDermid Enthone

Via Vigevano 61 – 28069 
San Martino di Trecate (NO) 
Italy
Telephone: +39 0321 789 710
Fax :  +39 0321 789 716
Web site: http://www.macdermidenthone.com/industrial

MacDermid Enthone Industrial Solutions innovate and 
manufactures chemical compounds for all surface coating 
applications including cleaning, activating, brightening, 
electro and electroless plating, phosphating, anti-tarnishing 
and rust inhibiting. Our products improve the durability 
and aesthetics of both metal and plastic surfaces. End 
user applications for our treatments include aerospace, 
automotive, electronics, oil / gas and sanitary fittings. In 
these industries, MacDermid Enthone is the supply chain 
partner who adds value to your business.

MAGNI Europe GmbH & Co. KG

Heinkelstraße 21-23
D 73614 Schorndorf 
Germany
Telephone: +49 (0) 71 81 / 97 77 60
Web site: www.magnicoatings.com

More than 40 years of experience in developing, 
manufacturing and application of corrosion protection 
coatings for all kind of fasteners. Integrated lubricants 
for controlled friction characteristics, high chemical and 
mechanical resistance. Worldwide OEM approvals. Global 
presence and availability.

Products: Fastener, clamp and stamping coatings / Brake 
system coatings / Chassis, underbody + muffler coatings / 
Fuel filler pipe coatings.

MaGyc Srl 

Via Dante 41,  
21034 Cocquio Trevisago (Va),  
Italy
Telephone: +39 0332 701775 
Fax: +39 0332 702975
Email: info@magyc.it
Web site: www.magyc.it

MaGyc srl was founded in 2001, with the aim to create 
and develop high precision measurement techniques 
for testing and quality control. MaGyc has its origins on a 
background of technological knowledge grown with the 
collaborations of leading research institutions and the most 
innovative European Manufacturing Industries. Thanks to 
the knowledge and experience in assisting prestigious 
clients in many branches of Industry, MaGyc offers its 
ability of Problem Solver to industrial applications in Test 
and Measurement, with particular experience in industrial 
environments NDT - Non Destructive Testing.

For the type of applications created, MaGyc has a deep 
knowledge in data acquisition and in data analysis acquired 
in industrial environments, by using different methodologies 
and techniques including non-conventional ones (neural 
networks, fuzzy logyc, TRIZ, etc.). Systems developed 
by MaGyc find application in many sectors of industry: 
Mechanical, Automotive, Packaging, Ceramics, Electronics, 
Aerospace, Appliances, Plastic, Construction, and many 
others.

Vibration analysis: 
Checking the dynamic characteristics of the product and 
components, our technology detects the presence of cracks, 
porosity, incorrect heat treatment, and machining errors. 
The technique compares the "frequency response" of each 
product with that relative to a reference one previously 
acquired. The test cycle takes approximately 0.5 sec. The 
vibrational technique is used on various brake components 
(disks, drums, calipers, pads, etc..), on sintered materials, on 
ceramics, and on castings, forgings, molded materials, etc.

Ultrasound Analysis: 
In general ultrasound techniques are used to detect 
cracks, porosities or flaws that may be present within any 
artifact. It’s a technique successfully used in thickness 
measurements, even inside milling machines. 

Considerable experience has been gained in the C-Scan 
analysis, used to check mechanical components, in 
aerospace, in railway industry, and in the verification of 
electrical contacts. MaGyc has also experience in the use of 
ultrasound (conventional and phased array) for the control 
of weldings, brazed, glued, and for the control of joints 
obtained by Friction Stir Welding (FSW).

Vision Systems: 
MaGyc offers multiple solutions of Automatic Vision Systems 
according to specific requirements of the customer, 
often by integrating robots, manipulators and other 
measuring instruments. The proposed solutions are built 
with proprietary software operating on industrial PC, with 
real-time analysis of images captured by the matrix or linear 
cameras, even with the aid of endoscopes when required.

In many cases, MaGyc has been able to find solutions for 
applications where traditional methods do not guarantee 
sufficient results.

Manifattura Gomma Finnord S.P.A. 

Via Mirabella, 31/33
28040 Varallo Pombia (NO)  
Italy
Telephone: +39 0331 237175 
Email: Alessandra.magnoli@finnord.it
Web site: www.finnord.it

Manifattura Gomma Finnord SpA, is active in the automotive 
and motorcycle industry as a components provider. The 
OEM automotive turnover represents 50% of the its annual 
sales.

MGF is a well reputed manufacturer of Brake and clutch 
hose assemblies, from reinforced rubber to ptfe and stainless 
steel braided hose. Handbrake and clutch control cables are 
other lines in our product portfolio.

We entertain long lasting business relationship with vehicle 
manufacturers and system/module suppliers worldwide, 
with which brake hoses are developed in co-design. 
We have projecting capabilities, an R&D Team, internal 
laboratories AMECA approved and are ISO 9001, TS16949 
and 14001 certified.

MARPOSS Italia S.p.A. 

Via Saliceto, 13 
40010 Bentivoglio (BO)
Italy
Telephone: +39 051 899111 
Fax: +39 051 899870  
Email: marposs@it.marposs.com 
Web site: www.marposs.it 

Marposs produces electronic workshop systems designed 
to perform dimensional, geometrical and surface checks on 
mechanical pieces; and systems for monitoring machines 
and tools during working cycles. The company offers 
standard or customized solutions for each stage of the 
production process; starting with the checks carried out 
before and during machine tool processing, and covering 
each phase, including inspection of finished pieces, and 
collecting and processing measurement data. In particular: 
measurement and control for machine tools; dimensional 
and geometrical inspection of mechanical pieces; non-
destructive and leak testing; integrated measurement and 
assembly systems; statistical process and quality controls. 
Marposs products are designed for machine tool and 
measurement station manufacturers, and end users in 
the following sectors: automotive and associated sub-
contractors; bearings, gears, compressors, electrical motors; 
aerospace; glass; energy; electronics and hi-tech; biomedical. 
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    Shims and backing plates,
meet your needs...

Odense, Denmark New Delhi, India Jackson (TN), USA 
Chicago (IL), USA
Detroit (MI), USA

Koblenz, Germany Shanghai, China
Dalian, China 

www.meneta.com
sales@meneta.dk

Meneta Worldwide Network:
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Meneta Group

Kirkegyden 52
DK–5270 Odense N
Denmark 
Telephone: +45 6618 8934
Web site: www.meneta.com 

Meneta Group is one of the market leading manufacturers 
of anti-noise shims for the brake lining industry and has own 
manufacturing plants and dyno test centres in Denmark, 
China, India and the United States as well as a dyno test 
centre in Germany. 

Meneta Group is the only manufacturer of both anti-noise 
shims and backing plates for the industry and has technical 
staff and sales representatives in all of the above countries. 
With a global staff of approx. 2,000 dedicated specialists in 8 
locations, Meneta Group is

capable of accommodating most client needs. With 15 
dynamometer cabins strategically located around the world 
in own facilities, Meneta Group offers cutting edge material 
testing, carried out to ensure the optimum disc brake 
damping solution. Moreover, Meneta Group is one of the 
most competitive manufacturers of fine blanked back plates.

Microface Ltd

Woodcock Hall
Cobb's Brow Lane 
Newburgh, Wigan 
Lancashire
WN8 7NB
United Kingdom
Telephone: +44 1257 463225
Web site: http://www.microface.com

Microface specialises in the automation and upgrading of 
all Link,

Greening, Schenck and Jurid Test Equipment, and the same 
type of machines from other manufacturers.

We are generally regarded by our Customers as the best in 
the World, having the fastest Constant Torque Controller on 
the market and the best solution for Graphics CAD, saving 
what can be man-weeks of work on new graph layouts and 
making changes to existing layouts whilst providing easy 
auditing of mistakes.

The Testing automated by Microface is unsurpassed in its 
accuracy and repeatability of results. Our latest NVH audio 
analysis and in car Data Logger products will be on display 
at Milan.

Mineralmühle Leun, Rau GmbH & Co. KG

Braunfelser Strasse
8-12, 35638
Leun 
Germany 
Telephone: +49 6442 94410
Fax: +49 6442 944130
Web site: http://www.mineralmuehle.com

Established in 1880 and family owned since 1934, 
Mineralmuehle Leun, together with other companies of the 
RAU Group, since more than 30 years is a leading supplier of 
high quality industrial raw materials to the friction industry.

Main products for friction applications are:

Titanates, manufactured by affiliated IMMI-Titan s.r.l.:

For friction we offer different types of Potassium titanate, 
Potassium-Magnesium titanate and customized

Titanates in different sizes and shapes. In accordance with  
European legislation we developed Titanates, that meet 
required limits of fibre content.

New developed Titanates (crystal shape: plates or spherical) 
are 100% free of fibres.

Industrial Minerals and Chemicals, manufactured and/or 
traded by Mineralmuehle Leun:

From a very broad range of available raw materials, main 
products for friction are

Zircon silicate (sand and flour), Alumina (fused corundum, 
sintered tabular alumina, calcined alumina)

Fused Silica, Feldspar, China Clay, Graphite, Metal oxides, ...

Metal and alloy powders, manufactured by our sister 
companies Kovohuty Dolny Kubin s.r.o. and EPM GmbH:

For friction we especially supply powders of  Non-Fe metals 
and alloys, Fe, Ferroalloys, FeC (Cast iron), Fe-XYZ (steel).

R&D actually focuses on development  of additional new 
fiberfree Titanates and on alternative raw materials for 
manufacturing of Copper-free brake pads.

Main objective of our business is the continuous and 
reliable supply of high quality products and services to our 
customers.

ITT – Fine Blanking

Via Delle Fabbriche,
 14  - 10070 
Vauda C.se (TO)  
Italy 
Telephone:  +39 0119 250 304

Production leader of passenger cars, vans, lorries fine 
blanking back plates destined to OE and OES brake pad 
markets. 

NOF Metal Coatings Europe S.A.

ZAET Creil Saint Maximin – 
120 rue Galilée – CS50093 
60106 CREIL Cedex, France
Telephone: +33 (0)3 44 64 63 62
Email: infofr@nofmetalcoatings.com
Web site:  www.nofmetalcoatings.com

NOF METAL COATINGS Group is the pioneer in zinc flake 
coatings for metal corrosion protection and develops 
waterborne chemicals contributing to reduce impacts on 
the environment, health and security of people.

NOF METAL COATINGS Group aims at sustainable 
developments by decreasing impressively V.O.C. and CO2 
emissions, complying with environmental directives and 
withdrawing products harmful to health.

An intensive industrial and research footprint in Asia, Europe 
and America allows us to work continuously on improving 
our chemicals and application technologies. 

Sharing our technical, scientific, commercial and marketing 
information and skills, allowing the worldwide availability of 
our coatings, meeting specific local needs, guaranteeing a 
high level of quality consistently and worldwide, as well as 
acting for the Environment and Human Health, make each 
NOF METAL COATINGS Group ‘s product a global standard.

GEOMET® 360, in collaboration with a strong network of 
job coaters and captive users, has become the reference 
for brake rotors and has been specified by many car 
manufacturers worldwide such as AUDI, BMW (MINI), 
HONDA, HYUNDAI, KIA, PEUGEOT-CITROEN, RENAULT, SEAT, 
SKODA, VOLKSWAGEN.

NP

3rd Floor West
Building A, No.5,Shenwang Road
Shanghai 
201108
China
Telephone: 0086-21-54938400
 Web site: http://www.np-whisker.com

NP is a professional manufacturer and sales of inorganic 
materials in China. We are committed to producing 
materials: Calcium Sulphate which is dedicated for friction 
materials and resin bonded cutting-off/grinding wheel 
materials. Our product is in conformity with ISO9001:2008 
regulation. Our staffs pay attention to quality control to 
satisfy the technicians’ innovative demands. 

Our headquarters are located in Shanghai, China. The 
production base is located in Yifeng County, Jiangxi 
Province, China. By now, capacity of production reach to 
100,000 tons yearly. Our users and partners spread all over 
the world, such as Southeast Asia, Europe. Welcome the 
customers for negotiation business all around the world.

NUCAP Industries Inc.

3370 Pharmacy Av
Ontario
M1W 3K4 
Canada
Telephone: +1 416 494 1444 
Web site: http://www.nucap.com

NUCAP is a team of forward thinkers, innovators, engineers 
and tool makers whose mission statement is simple - 
Provide the brake industry with advanced solutions and 
superior products that bring value beyond the commodity, 
delivering:

• Improved performance on the vehicle

• Improved performance in the plant

• Improved performance at the bottom line

NUCAP is the industry leader for brake system components 
including disc brake backing plates, disc brake shims, disc 
brake attaching hardware, caliper abutment hardware, 
EWS (electronic wear sensors), drum brake springs, and 
drum brake levers, serving both original equipment and 
aftermarket friction manufacturers following the same 
standards.

NUCAP's components offer solution based product 
innovations to reduce brake NVH (noise, vibration, 
harshness), enhance product durability, increase value and 
ensure brake system safety. Product innovation like NRS™ 
(NUCAP Retention System), which set a new standard 
for friction to plate retention and shear strength for both 
light duty and commercial vehicle brake backing plates, 
is one key to NUCAP's success. Other product innovations 
designed to enhance end-user satisfaction and safety 
include the NU-LOK Piston Cushion™, DRT™ Drag Reduction 
Hardware, NU-LOK™Shims, Quiet Clip™ abutment hardware 
design and Brake Align™ Lateral Runout Correction Plates.

NUCAP has facilities operating in Canada, China, Spain and 
the United States to fully support the global demand of its 
customer base.

Otsuka Chemical Co., Ltd.

2-2 Kanda Tsukasa-machi
Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 101-0048 
JAPAN
Telephone: +81 (0)3 5297 2727
Email: t_fuku@otsukac.co.jp or c_master@otsukac.co.jp
Web site: www.otsukac.co.jp

Otsuka Chemical manufactures various type of Titanate 
(TISMO, TERRACESS) and its plastic compounds (POTICON)

The benefits of TERRACESS are as follows:

1) Stabilization of the effectiveness

2) Improvement of the NVH performance

3) Low wear both rotor and pad

TERRACESS itself, brake pad and rotor after test and typical 
data will be exhibited.

Palmer International 

2036 Lucon Road
19474 Skippack, PA
United States
Telephone: +1 610 584 4241 
Web site: www.palmerint.com

Palmer International has been developing and 
manufacturing innovative products based on Cashew 
Nutshell Liquid (CNSL) for the global automotive friction 
material industry for over fifty years. Our liquid and solid 
particle CNSL products are found in formulations from 
motorcycles to locomotives and everything in between.

Palmer…Innovation in a Nutshell!
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Polytec GmbH

Polytec-Platz 1-7
76337 Waldbronn
Germany 
Telephone: +49 (0)7243 604 0
Web site: www.polytec.de

Polytec develops and manufactures high-quality 
measurement systems for the non-contact analysis of 
vibration, length, speed and surface topography to solve our 
customers’ application challenges in research, development 
and manufacturing quality and process control.

Polytec 3D Scanning Vibrometers represent the gold standard 
for experimental and operation modal analysis in brake 
acoustics. Model updating on component and assembly level 
worldwide relays on the high fidelity test data generated by 
unique laser vibration sensor system. Using this technology, 
researchers have managed to track down and control the 
causes of undesired noises when braking.

Pometon S.p.A

Via Circonvallazione, 62
 Maerne VE 
 30030
 Italy
Telephone: +39 041 290 3611
 Web site: http://www.pometon.com

POMETON is one of the leading global manufacturers of 
Ferrous and Nonferrous metal powders and has amassed 
more than 75 years’ experience in this field. POMETON’s 
state of the art manufacturing processes include 
atomisation, reduction and electrodeposition.

With a wealth of experience and market knowledge 
POMETON has developed a wide range of powders for 
each application.

POMETON is an important and well established member of 
the friction sector with a strong focus on innovation. Our 
experience in supplying high quality nonferrous powders 
for both organic and sintered components has enabled 
us to develop the first family of iron-based products 
specifically designed for the manufacture of copper-free 
brake pads. Our BRAKEALLOY range has been developed 
as a joint research venture, working closely with both the 
industrial sector and the academic world. The effectiveness 
of the BRAKEALLOY range is by now widely recognised 
within the friction lining sector.   

RENK Test System GmbH

Gögginger Str. 73
86159 Augsburg
Telephone: +49 (0) 821 57000
Fax: +49(0) 821 5700610 
Email: info.testsystem@renk.biz
Web site: www.renk-testsystem.eu
Facebook: www.facebook.com/RENK.Test.System
Youtube: www.youtube.com/user/RenkTestSystem

RENK offers over 25 years experience of manufacturing 
high-quality test systems for drive-train components, brake-
systems ad complete vehicles. Due to decades of experience 
in in-house R&D test equipment, today RENK is one of the 
leading manufacturers of customized test systems for the 
railway, automotive, wind power and aviation industries.

Worldwide, renowned OEMs take advantage of our 
extensive experience in drive technology, measuring 
technology, electronics and system design and rely on RENK 
test systems for R&D as well as for quality assurance after 
production and overhall. 

Richard Anton KG

Würmstrasse 55
82166 Gräfelfing
Germany
Telephone: +49 (0)89 8981440 
Web site: www.richard-anton.de

Richard Anton KG is one of the world’s leading suppliers of 
synthetic Graphite and calcined Petroleum Coke for brake 
linings. Our products can be found in nearly all types of 
vehicles. Founded in 1904 in Munich, the German company 

is still a 100% family-owned business which is now already 
managed by the 4th generation.

In our two plants in Germany we produce customised carbon 
products for nearly all major brake lining manufacturers 
worldwide. Since 1980 Richard Anton KG has been 
specialising in producing first-class synthetic graphite and 
calcined petroleum coke for friction applications under 
the brand name RANCO. In the year 2012 a complete new 
production line was established in our Obernzell plant near 
Passau. The production capacity was doubled through a 5 
Mio EUR investment.

The selection of suitable raw materials of consistently high 
quality, state-of-the-art production facilities in combination 
with our know-how and production experience of decades, 
enable us to supply carbon products for brake linings 
for all kinds of vehicles - of course following quality and 
environmental certifications according to ISO standards.

Rimsa Metal Technology SA

C/ Armenteres s/n 
Pol. Ind. Matacás nave 21 
08980 Sant Feliu de Llobregat 
Barcelona 
Spain
Telephone: +34 93 666 46 11
Email: sales@rimsa.com 
Web site: www.rimsa.com 

Founded in 1985, RIMSA is a global supplier of high quality 
non-ferrous products for the Friction Industry.

Our products include an expanding range of metallic Chips 
and Fibres – BRASS (also leadfree, our ECOCHIP®); BRONZE 
(also leadfree, our ECOBRONZE) and COPPER, and synthetic 
fibres specially developed for Friction applications.

Over the years, through R&D investment our Company has 
developed new alloys for potential Copper replacement 
(our ECO-MET range), and a premium eco-friendly lubricant 
(ENVIRO-LUBE®) as an alternative to traditional sulphides.

Our Factory is located in Sant Feliu de Llobregat (Spain), close 
to Barcelona International airport and only 10 km far from 
Barcelona port, which facilitates shipments to our Global 
customers overseas.

Our Company is ISO 9001:2008 certified and our products are 
sold globally, including the main Friction Groups.

Please visit our booth # 61 to learn more about our Company 
and Products.

RTE Akustik + Prüftechnik GmbH

Commercial Street 26
76327 Pfinztal
Germany 
Telephone: +49 (0) 72 194 6500
Web site: http://www.rte.de

NVH testing for production quality inspection, material 
testing based on acoustic resonant technology - 100% quality 
inspection.

Sadeca Systems, S.L.U

Can Clapers, 25
P.I. Can Clapers
08181 Sentmenat 
Barcelona
Spain
Telephone: +34 (0)937 153 354
Web site: www.sadeca.com

Sadeca is located in Barcelona and was founded in 1983. After 
these years of rigor, automotive passion and competitive 
spirit, SADECA has become the unquestioned leader in 
quantity of produced pieces.

Sadeca is a worldwide leader in cable manufacturing for the 
automotive industry. We are specialized in the development, 
design and production of electrical and acoustic wear sensors, 
as well as springs, pad clips and piston clips for brake pads for 
passenger cars, industrial vehicle and trucks for OEM/OEs and 
AM segments.

Thanks to our excellent reputation, our quality standards and 
our highly competitive prices, we export successfully to more 
than 40 countries.

Our quality system is certified according to ISO/TS 16949 
- guarantying the compliance and strict supervision of our 
measures means and our control and validation procedures 
required on automotive industry.

SBS Friction A/S

Kuopiovej 11
DK - 5700 Svendborg
Denmark 
Telephone: +45 (0)6321 1515
Fax: +45 (0)6321 1595
Web site: www.sbs.dk/

SBS Friction A/S is a Danish based company that develops, 
manufactures and markets brake pads and friction solutions 
for motorcycles, scooters, special cars, ATVs and industrial 
applications such as wind turbines.

SBS holds a leading market position within its business 
areas based on innovation and manufacturing excellence, 
including new sintering technologies and systematic lean 
manufacturing principles.

Our customer portfolio comprises OEM customers such as 
brake system, vehicle and machine manufacturers as well as 
aftermarket distributors worldwide.

Contact: Sabine Heide sh@sbs.dk

Schwarzwälder Textil-Werke

Heinrich Kautzmann GmbH
77773 Schenkenzell Aue 3
Germany 
Telephone: +49 (0)7836 5716
Web site: www.stw-faser.de

Schwarzwälder Textil-Werke (STW) is a leading global supplier 
of a vast range of fibres used in the friction lining industry. The 
core business of STW is the manufacture of short cut fibres, 
ground fibres and specialised fibrillar pulps.

Many of our products have been specially designed for high 
quality friction lining applications. With STW’s state of the 
art laboratory, we have been able to develop such premium 
products as aramid and acrylic pulps for the industry.

Most of the leading brake lining producers can be counted 
among STW’s international customer base.

Shanghai Labon Technical Fiber Co.,Ltd.

Add:Rm 1012 Tianna Business Zone
No. 500 Jianyun Road
Pudong 
Shanghai 
201318 China
Telephone:+86-21-68132568
Fax:+86-21-68133508
Email: david@lbang.com
Web site: www.labonfibers.com

Labon, founded in 2005, is the largest Manufacturer of 
Fibrillated Technical Fibers in China with sales office in 
Shanghai and plant in Jiangsu Province. Our product portfolio 
includes,

-Aramid Pulp (Highly fibrillated Aramid Fiber)

-Acrylic Pulp

-Blend Aramid &Acrylic Pulp

-Aramid Microfiber

-Acylic Microfiber

-Functional Textiles

Our pulp series prove to be highly-fibrillated and excellent in 
dispersion. Featured by high filler-retention and easy-to-
process in mixing operation, Labon pulp helps to guarantee 
comprehensive mechanical properties of finished products 
in friction, sealing, rubber and paper-based composition 
industries.

Labon takes a lead in developing aramid and acrylic pulp 
in China and is capable of providing customized service. 
We agree to the philosophy of “Value Creation through Self-
dependent Innovation” and have all pulp products protected 
by intellectual property. To have a better understanding of 
our company and our products, welcome to visit our Web site 
www.labonfibers.com.
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Showa Denko Carbon, Inc.

478 Ridge Road
P.O. Box 2947201
Ridgeville
South Carolina
29472  
United States  
Telephone: +1 843 821 5408
Web site: www.sdk.co.jp

Showa Denko Carbon, Inc. is a member of the Carbon 
Products Sector of Showa Denko K. K., a global company 
using aluminium, inorganic and organic chemical 
technologies to provide industrial and consumer products 
for energy, environmental and electronic applications. The 
Carbon Products Sector manufactures graphite electrodes 
for electric steelmaking and graphite particles for industrial 
and vehicle applications. The sector operates production 
facilities in the US, Japan and China with a combined capacity 
of 200,000 t/y.

Showa Denko Carbon, Inc. specialises in the production 
of artificial graphite particles for high performance 
friction materials used in OE, OES and aftermarket vehicle 
applications. The company uses high quality raw materials, 
high temperature production processes and a certified quality 
system to provide products with consistent and reliable 
material properties.

SHW Automotive GmbH

Ludwigstal 25
 78532 Tuttlingen
 Germany 
Telephone: +49 7461 1790 137
 Web site: http://www.shw.de

The Company was established in 1365 making it one of the 
oldest industrial companies in Germany. Today, SHW is a 
leading automotive supplier providing products that make a 
substantial contribution to reducing fuel consumption and, 
consequently, to lowering CO2 emissions. With just over 1,300 
employees, the Company generated Group sales in fiscal year 
2015 of € 463.5 million.

SHW is technology leader in the manufacturing of brake discs 
for high-performance vehicles. In its Brake Discs business 
segment, the Company develops and produces monobloc 
ventilated cast iron brake discs as well as lightweight brake 
discs, so-called “composite brake discs” which consist of a 
combination of an iron friction ring and an aluminium pot. 
The Company initially manufactures brake disc blanks at 
its own foundry, most of which it then finishes itself. They 
are almost entirely used for the original equipment service 
business, and the remainder primarily for the automobile 
manufacturers’ aftermarket business.

The Company’s own foundry is located in Tuttlingen-
Ludwigstal, while its brake discs are processed nearby at 
Neuhausen ob Eck. 2015 marked an important milestone 
in the internationalisation of the Brake Discs business 
segment. In early April 2015, the joint venture between SHW 
Automotive GmbH and China’s Shandong Longji Machinery 
Co., Ltd. launched its operational activities. This joint venture 
will initially produce unprocessed brake discs for the 
aftermarket business of the Chinese joint venture partner. In 
future, the joint venture is to focus on the development and 
production of processed monobloc ventilated brake discs 
for passenger cars and light commercial vehicles, mainly for 
multinational automobile manufacturers on the Asian market. 
Its management is currently focusing on the ISO/TS16949 
certification and on gaining customer orders from original 
equipment

SIPROF S.A

Route de Marrakech km 2 5
Berrchid 
26100
Morocco
Telephone: +212 522 32 56 65 
Web site: http://www.siprof.ma

A subcontractor of Ferodo-Abex Group for 20 years, SIPROF is 
a major player in the friction materials manufacturing arena. 
This technological know-how enables to offer equivalent 
products origin.

Our long-term strategy aims to be at the cutting edge of 
technology to meeting the expectations of our partners and 
offering quality products to the market. From this perspective 
of sourcing suppliers, attracting talented collaborators and 
acquiring latest equipment allow us to strengthen our 
business.

Specialty Lubricants Corporation

8300 Corporate Park Drive
Macedonia
Ohio  
United States
Telephone: +1 800-238-5823
Web site: www.speclubes.com

Specialty Lubricants Corporation is a manufacturer and 
private label packager of lubricants for automotive and 
heavy duty braking systems.  Our products are designed for 
specific brake applications and have been proven to reduce 
NVH.  These products are for critical applications including, 
bushings and sleeves, abutment clips, backing plates and 
all metal to metal, rubber to metal contact points to reduce 
noise, vibration and corrosion. We manufacture both Silicone 
and Synthetic greases which contain lubricating solids such as 
Molybdenum Disulfide, Ceramic, and PTFE.  Our technical staff 
can develop a specific product to meet your individual needs.

These lubricants can be packaged in single use pouches for 
brake pad kits.  We have stock generic pouches or we can 
private label these pouches with your company logo and text.  
These brake lubricants can also be private label packaged in 
squeeze tubes, brush top jars, or bulk containers.

Additionally Specialty Lubricants has developed a new 
product that cleans rotors.  Our rotor cleaner removes rust 
inhibitor, dirt, grease, and metal shavings from rotors before 
they are installed improving pad break-in and wear.   It is 
packaged in individual wipes that can also be private label 
packaged for kits or in bulk containers.

Additional products offered are brake assembly fluid and 
Perfluoropolyether (PFPE) lubricants for ABS braking systems.

Spectra SRL

Via Belvedere 42
Arcore 
20862
Italy
Telephone: +39 039-613321 +39 039-613321
Web site: http://www.spectra.it/

Spectra srl is a company that represents several producers of 
Hardware and Software in the Acoustics and Vibration Field 
in Italia and has been operating in this field for more than 
30 years.

We supply instrumentation for Environmental noise 
measurements, building acoustics, safety at workplaces, 
Noise walls test, product quality and research & development, 
sound quality, Sound power measurements with pressure and 
intensity method, acoustic absorption of materials, Acoustic 
Imagin and Beamforming, Laser Vibrometers, all range of 
sensors, accelerometers, microphones, modal hammers,.. 
. Hardware is portable or for laboratory use, multichannel 
systems.

Our unique style is marked by the continuous technical 
support to our customers, expertise of our technical salesman 
and efficiency of our small and very reactive company!

STAC Elektronische Systeme GmbH

Tempelsweg 16
47918 Toenisvorst
Germany 
Telephone: +49-2151-93727-0
Fax: +49-2151-93727-20
Email: info@stac.de
Web site: www.stac.de

STAC manufactures fast and precise NVH test systems, which 
are frequently used in automotive industry. STAC is featuring 
EVENTSCAN, a system for detecting and analyzing brake noise 
events. EVENTSCAN enables laboratory-based dynamometer 
tests as well as in-vehicle-tests on the road. The system 
acquires sound and vibration signals; other parameters like 
pressure, temperature, speed, etc. may be acquired via analog 
inputs, CAN bus, GPS sensors, tachometer pulse inputs and 
others. All acquisition and analyzing tasks are performed on-
line and in real-time. EVENTSCAN is used by US, European, and 
Asian car manufacturers, brake system suppliers, and friction 
and damping material manufacturers worldwide.

Superior Graphite Europe

Box 130000
85013 Sundsvall
Sweden 

Superior Graphite Co. logo
12/17/2003
Watel Design
Bruno Watel
773 506 0752

S U P E R I O R G R A P H I T E

Telephone: +46 6013 41 18
Web site: www.superiorgraphite.com

Superior Graphite specializes in thermal purification, advanced 
sizing, blending, and coating technologies, providing value 
added graphite and carbon-based solutions globally.

Combining over 90 years of experience and advanced 
technologies into every facet of the organisation, a wide 
range of markets are served such as; agriculture, battery / 
fuel cells, ceramic armour, carbon parts, ferrous / nonferrous 
metallurgy, friction management, hot metal forming, polymer / 
composites, powder metals, lubricity, and performance drilling 
additives.

Superior Graphite offers a number of solutions to meet 
the demanding rigors of friction material applications. The 
FormulaFX™ line of materials has been designed to offer high 
purity, consistent particle size distributions, and unique physical 
characteristics needed for general and high performance 
formulations.

The Resilient Graphitic Carbon™ materials (RGC) are a 
specialized product line offering unique properties providing 
optimum performances for demanding customers. RGC is 
produced using Superior Graphite’s proprietary continuous 
High Temperature technology and carefully selected feed 
materials. By applying this innovative processing technology 
and premium raw materials, such performance is unmatched, 
and only available through Superior Graphite. RGC particles; 
due to their very specific morphology and high porosity 
act like a spring, a property called resiliency. Applied in 
low concentrations as a friction modifier for brake pad 
applications, it greatly improves performance parameters 
such as compressibility control and wear-noise-fading 
reduction leading to improved comfort of OEM, OES and AM 
formulations. RGC can be used in NAO, as well as semi-metallic 
and low steel formulations.
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FIBRES FOR THE FRICTION
LINING INDUSTRY HAVE 
A NAME: STW. 
FOR SAFETY: FIBRES FROM SCHENKENZELL, IN GERMANY.

stw-faser.de

Manufacturers of safety components will use only fibres of the very highest 

quality, in their products. For many years, STW fibres have been used in 

friction linings to closely control the speed of vehicles and machines, and 

to bring them immediately to a safe halt, when required.

Schwarzwälder Textil-Werke
Heinrich Kautzmann GmbH
Aue 3  ||  D-77773 Schenkenzell

PAN PULP

BOOTH #33

ARAMID PULP

ENGINEERED FIBRES

YOUR PARTNER IN FIBRES.



T.Q.M. Itaca Technology srl 

Via Mattei, 1
25080 Mazzano
(Brescia) 
Italy
Telephone: +39 030 2590 099
info@tqmitaca.com 

TQM Itaca Technology srl is a company with over 20 years of 
experience in measuring brake discs and brake drums. 

Itageo 6©  is the measuring system (also called shop-floor 
roundness measuring machine) for automatic control of 
brake discs and brake drums, complete with special software, 
fully adjustable mechanic, dedicated hardware, developed 
for the control of  geometric and dimensional characteristics 
in objects put in rotation, following the logic of a roundness 
instrument. The software is optimized for the dynamical 
measurements and allows to control up to 16 sections with 
a single probe for each one. The results could be comparable 
with the measures obtained by a roundness measuring 
machine in a metrology room.  

Itasonic 2010®, the innovative sonic control system, entirely 
developed by TQM Itaca Technology, 

is used to test the natural vibration frequencies in brake 
discs and brake drums, a requirement which has become 
fundamental for components in vehicle braking systems, 
and to find structural defects such us variations of shape and 
weight, parts with incomplete forms, presence of cracks, stress 
cracks or discontinuity, in callipers, backplates, bracket, etc… 

Itasonic 2010® could be integrated in Itageo 6©  measuring 
system. 

Nowadays TQM Itaca Technology is able to provide:
-  Measuring systems for statistical process analysis (SPC).

-  Automatic systems for dimensional and geometrical 100% 
post-process control.  

-  Special measuring software, according to customer 
requirements. 

-  Software for Statistical Analysis and for SPC according to 
ISO TS 16949.

-  Software for the acquisition and the management of 
measures.

-  Sonic control systems for the natural vibration frequencies 
control and for the research of structural defects.  

-  Systems for the noise analysis

TecSA s.r.l 

Via Torino, 43
Vigone - TO 
10067
Italy
Telephone: +39 011 980 40 01
Web site: http://www.tecsa-srl.it

TecSA s.r.l. has twenty years’ experience in the field of brake-
system testing laboratories.

The company’s activity includes both the construction of 
new machines, and the overhauling/updating of existing 
equipment.

We have supplied complete research laboratories, universities, 
leading companies and approval bodies.

Over the years, TecSA products have been the subject of 
continual evolution and updating, reaching high standards of 
performance together with ease of use and high production 
yields.

The level of automation allows for the machines to work 
continuously in conditions of safety, even in the absence of 
operators. The tests, therefore, can also be carried out at night 
or at weekends.

Thanks to the relationship of close collaboration that it 
has established with its Customers, TecSA has developed 
procedures that satisfy both international regulations 
(including official approval) and research needs, with high 
flexibility and the possibility of customising the tests.

Various machines have been supplied for quality control and 
for product development. The principal ones are:

• dynamometers for the traditional and racing automobile  
 sector;

• dynamometers for the light commercial vehicles sector;

• dynamometers for the heavy vehicles and railway sector;

• FQT (Friction Quality Tests) for quality control and/or 
development of the after market;

• Shear Test Machines, for measuring the shear stress of  
 friction materials;

• Other brake test machines according Customer’s  
 requirements;

Apart from the construction of new machines, overhauling of 
existing machines is also carried, involving action at various 
levels:

• mechanical: maintenance/repair and modernisation, with  
 the addition of new functions;

• electro-technical: updating of control panels;

• electronic and software: automation.

In the case of manually operated dynamometers, it is 
possible to add just the electronic module and software, 
thus achieving control of the braking even in deceleration 
(constant moment), the acquisition of all the braking data and 
the automatic processing of the results.
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STAC Elektronische Systeme GmbH
Tempelsweg 16 • D-47918 Toenisvorst

fon: +49-2151-93727-  0
fax: +49-2151-93727-20

www.stac.de • info@stac.de 

Please visit us in Exhibit Hall!

Brake Noise Tests
& Performance Tests.

The new way of 
in-vehicle-testing.

Combine it to save time.

Does it in real time.



Teijin Aramid

Kasinostraße 19 - 21
42103 Wuppertal, Germany
Telephone : +31 882 688 888 
Fax: +31 882 689 181
Email: friction@teijinaramid.com
Web site: www.teijinaramid.com 

Twaron for friction applications
As brakes become smaller, the performance of friction 
materials needs to better than ever. That’s why Teijin Aramid 
is continually developing advanced solutions to meet market 
needs, both today and tomorrow. Teijin Aramid is the market 
leader in friction materials, and its products set the standard 
for quality and performance in friction products around the 
globe. Adding Twaron pulp and short-cut fibres improves 
the performance of brake pads, brake linings and clutch 
facings, which in turn prolongs product lifetime and increases 
driver comfort. In terms of comfort in particular, Twaron pulp 
makes a major contribution to reducing noise, vibration and 
harshness (NVH). And thanks to Teijin Aramid’s commitment 
to continuous improvement, Twaron pulp now has narrower 
specifications than ever before, guaranteeing users the 
specificity, quality and consistency they need to optimise their 
production processes. It’s these unique properties that make 
Twaron pulp the material of choice for friction manufacturers 
around the globe. Find out more at www.teijinaramid.com

Teijin Aramid
We are Teijin Aramid, a subsidiary of the Teijin Group with a 
passion for aramid. Our commitment both to our products 
and to our customers has made us a global leader in 

aramids. Wherever strength, safety, heat or flame resistance, 
low weight or sustainability is required, you will find our 
Twaron®, Sulfron®, Teijinconex® or Technora®. Our products 
are used worldwide in many different applications and 
markets, including automotive, ballistic protection, marine, 
civil engineering, protective clothing, optical fibre cables, 
and oil & gas. With our four high performance aramids – 
produced at our plants in The Netherlands and Japan – we 
offer the widest range of products. And, with unrivalled 
expertise and experience we are able to continuously work 
on further innovations. Often in cooperation with customers 
and partners through our worldwide sales and marketing 
organization. That’s the power of aramid. 

Trelleborg Sealing Solutions Kalmar AB

Via Sen. A. Toselli, 3
Cuneo
12100 
Italy  
Telephone: +39 0171 605511
Web site: www.trelleborg.com

Trelleborg Sealing Solutions Kalmar (TSS) is one of the world’s 
leading manufacturers of noise damping shims/insulators for 
disc brake pads. 

TSS-Kalmar manufactures a wide range of noise damping 
shims/insulators that are used when endurance against 
thermal, chemical and mechanical stress is required. 

This is required with outstanding sound damping, sealing, 
vibration insulation, compatibility and bonding capacity.  

Tribotecc GmbH

Kärntnerstrasse 7
1010 Vienna
Austria  
Telephone: +43 1512 56110
Web site: www.tribotecc.at

Tribotecc GmbH is the global market and technology leader 
of high performance metal sulphide solutions for the friction 
industry. The tribological properties of metal sulphide systems 
with regard to chemical structure, polarity, lubricating ability 
and thermal behaviour are essential for the functioning and 
performance enhancement of friction products and help to 
extend the lifetime of components in motion.

Sulfides of various metals have proven to be the most 
versatile and most effective additives for stabilising the 
coefficient of friction at high level, prevent brake fading, 
reduce pad and disc wear and increase comfort by less 
noise and vibrations. A new generation of antimony free, 
environmental friendly synthetic materials from Tribotecc® is 
suitable for use as copper replacement in brake pads.

With our slogan more than performance we guarantee:

- the best quality under the toughest stresses

- innovative products

- fulfilment of all safety and environmental standards

- customer satisfaction

Please visit us at booth no 14!
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In Teijin Aramid’s 30 years of leading the friction market, 
Twaron has become manufacturers’ product of choice Visit us at booth #8 or 

contact our experts via 
www.teijinaramid.com

• Reduced noise, judder vibrations
• Lower wear
• Polishing e�ect

• Less corrosion
• Improved strength
• Improved stability of edges

Twaron pulp, your aramid
solution for friction materials 

Key bene�ts when using Twaron:



Util Group 

Via Giovanni XXIII, 10
Villanova d’Asti (AT)
ITALY  
Telephone: +39 0141 944300
Fax: +39 0141 944358
Email: info@utilgroup.com
Web site: www.utilgroup.com

Util Group, headquartered in Villanova d'Asti (Italy), has 
developed a managerial culture shared amongst all its plants 
located in Europe, Canada, Mexico and China, offering at a 
global level, industry leading innovation and technology. Util 
Group is a multinational company in constant evolution, with 
more than 1,400 employees distributed in its four plants that 
supply products and services worldwide, complying with high 
level quality and efficiency standards, fully meeting all kinds 
of customers' expectations. The Group strategy is focused on 
the value of manufacturing processes based on a continuous 
qualitative improvement, with the objective of being the leader 
in Original Equipment  and After Market. 

Our product range includes: 

- Conventional Stamped Backing Plates  

- Fine-Blanked Backing Plates  

- SL6 Retention Backing Plates (Friction Mechanical Retention) 

- Unlined Drum Brake Shoes 

- Brake Hardware 

- Brake Noise Dampers (Shims)

Wabtec Europe - Friction Group

Becorit, CoFren, Poli
Becorit GmbH
45659 Recklinghausen 
Germany
Telephone: +49 (0)2361 666 6
Web site: www.wabtec.com

Westinghouse Air Brake Technologies Corporation (Wabtec 
Corporation) is a leading global provider of products and 
services for rail and industrial markets.  Through its subsidiaries, 
the company manufactures a range of products for 
locomotives, freight cars, transit cars and buses. In addition, 
Wabtec specializes in developing and creating power-related 
products for industries worldwide.  For the convenience of our 
customers, we offer products and services through our network 
of offices around the world.

The companies Becorit and CoFren  are leading producers of 
highly superior disc brake pads and composition brake-shoes 
in Europe. We are providing the full range of products for all 
worldwide applications in modern railway traffic.

That means that virtually all railway companies of note use our 
products – including companies far beyond the boundaries 
of Europe. In Addition we are offering friction products for 
industrial applications such as mining, wind power and cable 
brakes.

Continuous development of our products has made us to one 
of the most renowned manufactures of friction materials across 
the whole of Europe. It has always been

our goal to develop technically innovative products which 

prove themselves to their users through their excellent 
quality. To meet these demands we are using our extended 
innovative R&D test centres, which are setting new standards. 
Their technical possibilities are unique in our industry and 
allows us to use innovative test methods, simulating all 
operational profiles encountered by our clients world- wide 
under conditions close to reality (simulating environmental and 
climatic conditions, analysis of energy transfer between brake 
disc and friction material etc.).

POLI design, manufacture and supply complete brake systems 
for all types of railway vehicles. Through the supply of all 
components, POLI assume the total responsibility for the 
braking performance of the complete system. Special attention 
is focused on safety and reliability of the brake system; each 
component is designed using long experiences, checked 
by severe in-service tests and manufactured with the most 
advanced technologies. With 50-year experience in the railway 
field and the acknowledged high technical capability, we 
design and supply reliable systems integrating pneumatics, 
electronics and mechanics.

In cooperation and common research with Becorit and CoFren 
performance of the friction couple between pad and disc 
and life cycle cost of the whole system are under contineous 
investigation. 

Providing this knowledge, add-on-services and innovative 
products allow us to support our customers in line with their 
needs and ensure our success in the future. We focus on a clear 
goal: To satisfy our clients worldwide to the very highest degree.
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Walter Werner GmbH –  your metal finishing specialist
We provide for decorative 
surfaces and protect metals and 
plastics against corrosion and wear 
– professionally and flexibly.

Our company provides all these 
services from a single source:

   PRETREATMENT
Blasting, degreasing, pickling, 
passivating, phosphating

  ELECTROPLATING
Anodising, galvanizing, zinc 
nickel plating (acid and alkaline)

  COATING
Powder coating, wet coating, 
cathodic dip coating

  BONDING AGENTS
Bonding agents applied by rollers, 
drums and automated machinery

  SERVICES
Testing, sorting, assembling, 
packaging, delivering

For more information 
please visit: 
www.walter-werner.de

booth 36

VISIT US ON
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WALDRAFF Technologies GmbH & Co. KG

Paul-Henri-Spaak-Str. 15
51069 Köln
Germany 
Telephone: +49 (0) 221 949953 13
Fax: +49 (0) 221 949953 40
 Web site: http://www.waldraff.info

Partner of Automotive Industries Planning, design and 
production of custom-made solutions for the automotive 
industry and their suppliers.

Machine manufacturing

- Shot blasting technology

- Coating technology

- Materials handling technology

- Production lines

- Assembly lines

- Measurement and test engineering

- Automation technology/Handling technology

- Manual workstations/Assisting devices

- Special machinery Tool manufacturing

- Pressing tools (pads for disk brakes)

- Specific production tooling sets consisting of: Pressing tool, 
Magazine (conveying to the press), Feeding tool (loading of 
the pressing tool), Pick and place equipment.

Walter Werner GmbH Metallveredelung

Dambacher Weg 2
55765 Birkenfeld / Nahe
Germany 
Telephone: +49 (0)6782 9932 0
Web site: www.walter-werner.de

… Walter Werner for a better finish

Your certified specialist for metal finishing

Walter Werner GmbH has been renowned for its professional 
surface finishing since 1957, first at its location in Idar-
Oberstein, and then from the seventies in Birkenfeld/Nahe. 
Whether for mass production or single pieces, we are the one 
source of all metal and plastic finishing services based on 
electroplated, chemical, and organic coatings.

Operating on 32,000 square metres, over 150 engineers, 
master electroplaters, electroplating technicians, and skilled 
workers commit themselves every day to the needs of 
our customers, most of them in the automotive, machine 
building, and electrical/electronics industries. Short routes 
and high flexibility are our strengths. From our location, 
we can even provide anywhere in Europe custom logistics 
services that are far from everyday routine. For instance, 
Walter Werner also finishes parts from Spain, Italy, France, 
the Netherlands, Taiwan, India, and China. As a medium 
sized family run enterprise, we attach great importance to 
personal and partnership based relations with our business 
associates. And equal importance to the value of quality and 
environmental awareness: these have been moulding our 
corporate philosophy since the very outset.

Winhere Auto-Part Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

21/F, Futai Plaza, 
No. 18 Hongkong Road,
Qingdao 266071,  
China
Telephone: +86-532-85761111
Web site: www.winhere.com.cn

Founded in 1996, Winhere is the largest professional 
manufacturer of brake discs and drums for both passenger cars 
and commercial vehicles in China.

Winhere is TS16949 quality certified by TUV Rheinland and 
services the automotive OE market and aftermarket. We 
produce and ship more than 4,000 applications totalling 35 
million discs annually for our customers all over the world.

In August, 2012, Winhere got the world’s first ECE R90 certificate 
issued by KBA.

On September 3, 2012 the China Foundry Association 
presented Winhere with its award for Excellence in 
Manufacturing, this award is China’s highest honour for a 
foundry in the entire country In March, 2013, Winhere received” 
Best Quality Award” from Great Wall Motor.

On April 2, 2015, Winhere won gold award of “Best-In-Class” 
for its High Carbon Brake Disc at the 2015 China International 
Foundry Expo.

Winhere is your reliable partner you can trust.

Wolverine Advanced Materials GmbH

Verrenberger Weg 20,
74613 Öhringen,  
Germany 
Telephone: +49 7941 603159
Fax: +49 7941 603198
Email: carolin.wiedmann@wamglobal.com 
Web site:  www.wamglobal.com

Headquartered in Dearborn, Mich., Wolverine develops, 
produces and sells performance-critical, specialty materials 
used in automotive brake noise insulators; gasket and sealing 
materials for automotive & industrial applications; NVH (noise, 
vibration & harshness) damping solutions for automotive 
and NSV (noise, shock & vibration) for consumer electronics 
applications. 

Wolverine has manufacturing operations in Blacksburg, 
Va., Leesburg, Fla., Germany, and China, as well as Sales & 
Technical offices in Michigan, Germany, Japan, China, Brazil, 
and India. The company employs approximately 400 people 
worldwide. Wolverine is principally owned by Wynnchurch 
Capital Partners, a Private Equity firm headquartered in 
Chicago, IL (www.wynnchurch.com).

Zhongbang Super Hard Tools Co., Ltd.

No.171 Zhonyuan Road 
Wanda Plaza
Zhengzhou 
Henan  
China
Web site: www.en.zhongbanggongju.com

ZhongBang Super Hard Tool Co. Ltd established in 1990, 
locates in the biggest grinding material and grinding tool 
base — Zhengzhou, Henan Province . We have advanced 
equipment and top-ranking scientific research and 
development ability.

We are the leading professional manufacturer specialized 
in Electroplated, Vitrified and Metal bonded diamond/CBN 
grinding wheels, cutting and polishing pads, grinding heads, 
etc. Widely used for grinding, cutting auto parts and high 
precision workpiece, such as brake pad, valve, gear, bearing, 
compressor blade, male and female rotor synchronizer. We 
have the various imported high precision CNC grinding 
machines, and Exclusive products could be produced 
according to the material and equipment of our clients.

Our company has already cooperated with many well 
known sole proprietorships and joint ventures， Such As, 
USA, Germany, Canada, Spain, Turkey, New Zealand, Korea, 
India, and Iran. In China, We own 70% market share in 
friction material tool industry. We focus on the research and 
development of our products strictly implement the quality 
standard, to provide our clients high quality products and 
first-class service. 

Welcome all fields of friends come to visit us and consult on 
business.
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TechnologyGreen

Friction materials innovation
based on science and engineering

Understand market and customer requirements

• Our Research and Development and Engineering
teams are able to design and develop products
that meet expectations to sell worldwide

• Our laboratory, working under certified conditions,
fills chemical, morphological, and friction properties
characterization requirements

Produce and deliver safety and efficient brake pads

• Our Production team, relying on modern manufacturing
practices, delivers above 95% filled rate orders

• Plant and product held a variety of certifications

Member of global organizations

Fritec is a Kuo company www.fritec.com.mx

• Brake Manufacturers Council
• Brake Standards Association
• Friction Materials Standards Institute
• Mexican National Auto parts Industry, INA

In FRITEC we care about our planet
In 2010 we started working on making our products more environmental friendly
Today all our formulations are registered and comply with the better brakes law requirements.
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RB274 
Bio-soluble, innovative product
contributes to reduced rotor
wear and increased friction
performance level.

Visit us at booth 28

www.lapinusfibres.com

INTRODUCING
A NEW MINERAL  
FIBRE CHEMISTRY
FOR FRICTION 
MATERIALS



Social Programme

Welcome Reception Gala Dinner

Drinks Reception 

Farewell Reception

Hall B
Monday 13 June 18:00 – 19:30

Meet your fellow EuroBrake participants over 
drinks and snacks in the Exhibition Area. 
All participants (delegates, exhibitors and 
accompanying persons) are welcome. Don’t 
forget to collect your badges and welcome 
pack from the registration desk on Monday 
13 June. 

Free of charge to all EuroBrake participants.

Silver Plenary
Tuesday 14 June 19:10 – 22:30

A highlight of EuroBrake is always the Gala 
Dinner. This year it will be hosted within the 
stunning Silver Plenary, which has played 
host to many prestigious events due to its 
impressive surroundings. 

Featuring the EuroBrake Awards

Best Written Paper, EuroBrake 2015

Dr. Donald E. Yuhas 
Industrial Measurement 
Systems Inc.

Evolution of Brake Noise 
Performance and its 
Relation to Variations in 
Friction Material Elastic 
Properties

Best Written Paper, EuroBrake 2015

Ing. Luca Di Gregorio 
Politecnico di Torino

Phenolic Resins Emissions 
Upon Thermal Degradation

Free of charge to full EuroBrake participants. 
(Expo only passes do not include entry to the 
Gala Dinner)

Silver Plenary Foyer
Tuesday 14 June 18:10 – 19:10

Wind down after a busy days networking 
with the EuroBrake Drinks Reception. Take this 
chance to soak up the atmosphere of Europe’s 
largest convention centre, in the company of 
your fellow delegates before taking your seat 
for the Gala Dinner.

Free of charge to full EuroBrake participants*  

Hall B Foyer
Wednesday 15 June  15:30 – 16:30

All participants are invited to attend the 
Farewell Reception where you can say 
goodbye to friends and colleagues, new and 
old, in a relaxing atmosphere reflecting on 
your experiences in Milan, and make plans to 
keep in contact. 

Free of charge to all EuroBrake participants. 

Sponsored by Sponsored by

Sponsored by
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*Expo Only and Student passes do not include 
entry to the Drinks Reception
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Cultural Tours 

56

Alfa Romeo Museum 

Present your promotion flyer to obtain a 
discounted rate of EUR 10 for a full ticket. Flyers 
are available at the information desk.

The museum is home to the most significant 
pieces in Alfa Romeo's historic collection. The 
display exhibits 69 models which marks not 
just the development of the brand, but the 
very history of the automobile itself. From the 
very first A.L.F.A. car, the 24 HP (1910) to the 
legendary Mille Miglia winners such as the 6C 
1750 Gran Sport driven by Tazio Nuvolari, the 
8C coachbuilt by Touring and the Gran Premio 
159 “Alfetta 159” world Formula 1 winner driven 
by Juan Manuel Fangio; from Giulietta to the 
Championship 33 TT 12. 

Teatro alla Scala 

Visits can be organised through the Visitor 
Bureau located at the MiCo - Milano Congressi 

Reserving La Scala opera house for an evening 
offers an opportunity to create a truly unique 
experience. The temple of opera has been 
recently restored to its original magnificence: 
its wood-panelled interiors feature opulent red 
velvet and gilded stuccowork.
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The Last Supper 

Visits can be organised through the Visitor 
Bureau located at the MiCo - Milano Congressi.
Milan's most famous mural, Leonardo da Vinci’s 
The Last Supper (Il Cenacolo) is located in the 
refectory adjoining the UNESCO-listed Basilica 
di Santa Maria delle Grazie.

In 1495, Leonardo da Vinci was commissioned 
by Ludovico Sforza to paint the wall of this 
convent. He painted the iconic Last Supper in 
an experimental mix of tempera and oil which, 
whilst brilliant then, has been peeling off the 
walls ever since.

Duomo 

Visits can be organised through the Visitor 
Bureau located at the MiCo - Milano Congressi 

Milano's Duomo is the world's fourth-largest 
church. This late-Gothic wonder features a 
forest of spires and statuary, marble pinnacles 
and pillars, all woven together with a web 
of flying buttresses. It is topped by the 
Maddonina (our little Madonna), Milano's 
patroness.

Book your Visit or Tour 

Important 
Places on the tours are subject to availability 
and will be allocated on a first-come, first-
served basis.

A tour may be withdrawn in the event that it 
is undersubscribed.

To book your tour please visit the visitor desk 
next to the registration desks.

For assistance, email 
Livia Eckett 
l.eckett@fisita.com

or call 
+44 (0) 1279 883 476



Discover Milan

The beautifully diverse location of Milan is the capital of Lombardy, and has a population of 1.3 
million people within the city. Milan is the main industrial, commercial and financial centre of Italy.  
Its business district hosts the Borsa Italiana (Italy's main stock exchange) and the headquarters of 
the largest national banks and companies. 

The city is a major world fashion and design capital. Milan's museums, theatres and landmarks 
(including the Milan Cathedral, the fifth-largest cathedral in the world, and Santa Maria delle 
Grazie, decorated with Leonardo da Vinci paintings such as The Last Supper, a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site) attract over 8 million visitors annually.

Milan boasts a compact historic centre easily explored on foot through cobbled streets lined with 
boutiques, historic churches, some of the world’s finest museums and gardens. And just around 
the corner are exclusive golf clubs and Lake Maggiore and Borromeo Islands.

While Venice may be the Italian city best 
known for its canals, Milan also has several 
beautiful waterways. Its most famous is its 
oldest canal, Naviglio Grande, which was 
completed in 1257.
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Restaurant Guide 

Typical Milanese Osteria (Milanese food):

Osteria Del Binari
Via Tortona 3
Telephone +39 02 8395095
www.osteriadelbinari.com

El Brellin 
Alzaia Naviglio Grande 14
Telephone +39 02 58101351
info@brellin.com
www.brellin.com/

Officina 12
Alzaia Naviglio Grande 12
Telephone +34 02 89422261
info@officina12.it
www.officina12.it

Pizzerie:

Pizzeria 12 Gatti
Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II No. 11/12  
(Corner Piazza della Scala)
Telephone +39 02 36594689
info@idodicigatti.com
www.duomo21.it/

Pizzeria Gino Sorbillo
Largo Corsia dei Servi, 11 
Telephone +39 02 4537 5930 
www.sorbillo.it/en
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General Information

Language
The official language of the conference is 
English.

Session Etiquette
Please arrive promptly and switch all mobile 
devices to silent mode.

Photography and recording of any kind 
(whether video or audio) is strictly prohibited 
inside the session room.

Anyone recording the presentations may be 
asked to leave and have their registrations 
cancelled. Full written papers are available 
on the Conference Proceedings USB card, 
provided with your delegate pack.

An official photographer will be present and 
the photos will be shared following the event.

Official Conference App
The EuroBrake 2016 App is downloadable from 
the main app stores and will contain the most 
up to date conference information, including 
live Technical Programme updates.

Venue
The MiCo is Europe’s largest conference centre, 
based in the heart of the city with a host of 
attractions, restaurants and shops nearby.

Internet access
There is complimentary wireless internet 
access available throughout North Wing of the 
MiCo. 

Internet connection is sponsored by CAME S.R. 
L. Make sure you visit them on booth 46

SSID: EuroBrake2016
PASSWORD: FISITA2016

Address
MiCo – Milano Congressi 
Piazzale Carlo Magno, 1 – 20149 Milano

Italy
Time Zone

Milan is in the Central European time zone. 
Central European Standard Time (CET) is 1 hour 
ahead of Greenwich Mean Time (GMT).

Climate
Milan has a warm humid temperate climate 
with hot summers and no dry season. The 
average temperature in Milan during June is 
23°C / 73°F with a 20% possibility of rain.

Currency
Traveller’s cheques are no longer accepted 
and they are very difficult to change. Credit 
cards are accepted in all shops and restaurants 
displaying the card logo in their shop window.

It can be costly to withdraw money from a 
foreign bank account whilst in Milan, so it is 
recommended to change your currency to 
Euro before you travel.

Business hours of most banks are:
Monday – Friday 08:00 – 20:00
Saturday 08:00 – 18:00
Sunday 10:00 – 18:00
Some will have a longer lunch break from 
around 13:30 – 15:00

Tipping and Etiquette
Service charges and VAT are generally included 
in the price, however do double check your bill. 
It is typical to ‘round up’ the price by 5-10% to 
amount to a round figure.

Shopping
Milan is one of Europe’s greatest places to 
shop. The trendiest and most sophisticated 
boutiques are located in beautiful old buildings 
and many of the main shopping streets are 
within walking distance of each other.

Traditionally, Tuesday to Saturday retail hours 
are 09:30 – 12:30 and 15:30 – 17:30, with a half 
day on Monday (15:30-19:30). The majority of 
shops are closed on Sundays.
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Pharmacies
Pharmacies can be found all over Milan and 
emergency services are available after hours. 

To speak to the Milan Health Department you 
can call: Tel: +39 800 638 638

Open: Monday to Saturday 08:00-20:00

    

Tax
All accommodation in Milan charges a visitors 
tax which varies depending on the standard of 
hotel you are staying in. 

In a 2* hotel the charge is EUR2.00 Per person 
per night

In a 3* hotel the charge is EUR3.00 Per person 
per night

In a 4* hotel the charge is EUR4.00 Per person 
per night

In a 5* hotel the charge is EUR5.00 Per person 
per night

This additional tax is collected by the owner of 
the accommodation you are staying in. 

The current rate of Italian Value Added Tax is 
22%.

Electricity
Electrical current in Milan is 220V / 50 Hz. 
Sockets only fit round two-pin plugs (use of 
adapters is necessary for all devices).

Insurance
Participants are strongly advised to obtain 
travel insurance (medical, personal accident 
and luggage) in their home country prior to 
travel.

Public Transport
Public transport is the preferred method of 
getting around Milan, with trams, buses, trolley-
buses and the subway available to use. Tickets 
are available to buy at stations and newsstands. 
For more information about pricing and routes 
please visit the ATM official website: http://
www.atm.it/en/Pages/default.aspx

Taxis
It is best to phone and pre order a taxi or to 
find one at a taxi-stop, it is not advisable to 
use a taxi that has approached you away from 
the taxi-stop. A taxi from the Malpensa Airport 
to the City Centre costs approximately EUR 
100 while a taxi from the Linate Airport costs 
approximately EUR 45.

Getting to Milan
Milan is easily reached by air, rail or road.

The closest airport to Milan is Linate airport, 
which connects you to Barcelona, Madrid, 
three London airports, and over 170 
international destinations.

The closest train station ‘Stazione Centrale’ is a 
crucial rail hub linking Milan to the rest of Italy, 
and other international stations.

Milan is well connected with the Italian 
Motorway system.
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See you in Dresden  
for EuroBrake 2017

2–4 May 2017

www.eurobrake.net
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FISITA and Wiley present a major publishing initiative that delivers:

n The definitive reference for engineers, students and academics
n Authoritative and comprehensive coverage of the wide-range of automotive topics
n Extensive guidance on additional technical work and research findings
n Easy to navigate; fully searchable with extensive cross-references
n Accessible at all times online and in print

Have you got your Encyclopedia 
of Automotive Engineering?
A high quality, globally coordinated and trusted reference.

Exclusive discount for FISITA members: 
 www.fisita.com/bookstore



PROUDLY SERVING THESE INDUSTRIES

Link Engineering Company designs and manufactures precision test equipment, 
and provides comprehensive testing services for the Brake Industry.  
Headquartered in Plymouth, Michigan near Detroit, 
we maintain test laboratories and support facilities 
throughout the world.

Every LINK product is designed by our team 
of veteran engineers, who solve real 
customers’ problems in our own test 
laboratories every day. Whatever your 
application or testing need: we have 
the equipment, testing expertise, and 
superior support to position you for 
success. Our promise is to provide you 
with the smartest testing solutions.

For Smarter Brake Testing, Stop Here.

Test Smarter.

W W W . L I N K E N G . C O M

LINK_full_pg_ad_EuroBrake_final.indd   3 1/6/2016   9:37:37 AM
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Join us: ITT Open Seminar
Tuesday, 14 June 12:20-13:20 
Open to all EuroBrake participants.

Today, the automotive sector is facing 

unprecedented challenges and calls for 

innovation. Different technological trends are 

rapidly converging leading to a completely new 

landscape. In this growing complexity, all players 

along the value chain have to rethink the way 

they contribute to create value and innovation.

ITT is embracing this challenge by opening 

the traditional R&D to a new cooperative and 

innovative ecosystem.

DRIVING
CHANGE
the future of friction




